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passes to Dr. Fort., examiner of 'Company, the crack unit from
given a close examination, and 41 had failed. The rank and file L rong Endeavor to Im -the pelvic regions. Here he is the -First," which showed that SA
many fail att,,this point. Having !of this company is made up of
Dr. McCormack, who completes 'families of Louisville, and most y Live Stock Ferguson, of Murray. T h efinished with this he is sent to ilsome of the most prominent prove Count 
the examination of the soldier's all are city bred. - 
'groom is a son of K. M. Russell,
H (Red) Cochr 
Calloway county citizens are!Iss Railway Co. Meetings 
were4nt this city.heart. If the guardsman is al-1 
.
o le Cochran laid wife, of beginning to awaken to the fact 
held at Kirksey. Lynn Grovel The poetoffice department is
same on the:card, and he 'spew ,, and Hazel and addresses made ,advertiaing ten days 
for secret
ed on to the'eext offl 
tPaducah, was in the -city , for thatthecostof raising a "scrub upon the subject of better and bids to carry the United States
more intense farming and im- I mail between the postoffice and
proved live stock. Owing to,depot. Anyone above 16 years
the fact that farmers were tins iof age is entitled to bid. Blanks. . .
machine shops. It was his first 
and information will be urnis -employmentas breeds. Considerable interest usually busy at the time onlytention is paid the feet, and
many have been disqualified • • is being aroused to improve theism-nail crowds were out at these!ed atvisit to Murray in several years.1 
the postoffice to those wish-
to bid. 'owing to'a flat feet ;and' broken , grade of live stock in the coun-i meetings. However, the promo- 1 ing , .....
MILITIAMEN WILL BE STATE 
'ty, especially cattle and hogs. ters of the affair feel that goodarches. In fact, shining the cor-
' Mass meetings have been held seed were sown in good ground MAN DRIVEN CRAZY BY CLAMOR
It is believed in army circles,
declared this officer, that t e
war in Europe will close some-
time this year, at least before
the end of the year, and the
"The bridegoom is a son ofquestion the national govern-
, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Stubble-
Will be the attitude of the vie; field, of Murray, Ky. He came
tors toward the United States?"1 here five years ago to manage
This army officer said that it W hig father's ranch, a task that
not at all certain that the_ _eie.the has performed With credit. to
himself and the entire satisfac-tors will regard the United!
States as having -been friendly ton of his father.
Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefieldtoward them and the result
returned yesterday morning andwould be war.
will go to housekeeping immedi-
ately on the Stubblefield ranch,
two mites weist of town."
Murray Girl With.
right otherwise, he is certain ta In one instance yesterday a pri- , rnamimum appropriation will be
pass. l ieate n D Company went the '. made and thereafter continue to
When the:company is ordered route that officers and men of be annually.
Under provisions of the bill,
which was fathered by Congress,
man Bankhead, the secretary of'
for a shower, then to the meas-lHe was a wonderful example of agriculture will certify to the
uring board, (where an officer manhood and was a boy that secretary of the treasury, and in
measures the height. This done a seen tt e  n t e c h'-e. ; each highway department the
he is passed to:the scales, where having been born far back in 'ism apportioned to each state,
his exact weight is recorded. l a rustic county in Kentucky. I within sixty days after the final
- Thill Is thelstopping place for , With the passing of this young, passage of the act.
many of, theseguardsmen, as man the question has arisen, President Wilson has not yet
many have turnedgup with un-lwhich makes the better soldier, , signed the bill but he is reported
derweight and this was the blow' the city boy or the boy from the ' to regard it favorably and will
that hit Company A so hard. country? Some claim the boy !doubtless attach his signature to
esiwho pass the4from the office and shop of a hotThe lucky on ; the sest within the next few days.
weigher then passito LietstAnainand dusty city has not a chance!
Brommer for the examination of
the chest. The exact chest ex-
pansion is recorded by Dr. Brom-
mer, and here Sis where the
paling guardsman meets his sec-
ond obstacle, for if he does not have more endurance and- ably, day afternoon, Ju1y-15, at .Q)--
have the required two-inches' ing qualities when it comes to shen. All Woodmen are espec-
chest expansion there is not the drills and formations than the ially invited.
slightest chance for him to go t lad from the country. I Go to R. R. Roberts and get
on. I The former is borne out to. a your fruit cans, quarts 60c and
Now that hehas gotten thro , certain extent bY the unofficial ,. a. -h ft gallons 75c per dozen.
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U.S. ARMY TEST
IS VERY SEVERE
Ft. Thomas, July 7.-That the
majority of failures among the
ranks of the Kentucky troops in
their physical tests is due to
carelessness in not developing
very busy with the large num-themselves while young, is the !highway engineer, said teat
ber of men and it will beopinion expressed by many phy- at' Kentucky might expect immed-
sicians who are close to the ex- least another week before the, iate assistance from the national
final examinations have beenten inations here. 'government under the federal
completed. 
,
Looks are very often deceiv- aid road bill which passed both
Some criticism has been hearding. Several athletes have been' houses in congress last month.
before the examiners and have concerning the hard test that Kentucky's portion of the $5,-
failed. They have been wonder- the government requires of its ou0,000 appropriation for the
ful examples of endurance and fighting men, and some say that
' 
first year is estimated at $116,-
physrquesin their times -antt wercealgx-14 4.;414-ht t° 'Ma" WavOrdill tO Mr. 13roons
thought certain to pass, but the tam cases, but the examiners and with a like amount from the
declare they are still examiningkeen eyeof a medical examiner stets, more than 800 miles of im-
the men by the rules end regu-soon found;that certain muscles proved roads will be built in
in their stomachs have been par-
alyzed!from too much wrestling.
Then there were many men that
have fallen ;far under weight,
but the :phveicians say that
wh_ere a ; m an is only a few
pounds under weight and is al-
Sory, Robertson, Bruce, Hill,
Grlssinger and Whistler. The
physicians have all been kept
batons as set down by the meth- i Kentucky within one year. •
cal department of the United' The appropriation the second
States army. - i, year will be twice as great, that
Many perfect specimens of, for 1919 three times as great,
manhood have presented them- that of 1920 four times as great,
selves before the physicians and , and the appropriationsain 1921
have passed with high -honors.. !five times as great. In 1921 the
_up for examination the captain this camp have learned to fear,
-and his officers come first. The whirled through the medical
men are sent into the • bathrodm line and came outsnanacratched.
ih d I lifei h i
the basement of the rithletia hall
just to the south end of the ref-
ervatiun, which is a building of
about 200x100. All examlnatione
have been under the personal
direction of Maj. J. W. Gussin-
ger, senior medical reserve offi-
cer, assisted by Drs. McCor-
rE0ERALAio rim mExicAN movE ,roge,:00,Fleiritanr!;aestBtu.resuendtdibatbyh:e:flienihtiliit BulLoiNo po
KENTUCKY ROADS IS PREPAREDNESS 
pMRaseisvto.orv:NaotiaccieaEthtfitnh.:C.1 rult,echnfideelrdr:ttahne, LiTcAL mAcHINL
"Immediately after the cm-
mon had nperformed theJut back from Frankfort
mack, Linderberger, Brommer, 'where he consulted with an at-
tache of the United States de-
partment of public roads, Walter
F. Brooks, United States senior
with the strapping youth from , The unveiling of the tomb of
the hills, who has roughed it Sovereign Lizzie C. Wrather was
from boyhood up. On the other ! postponed on account of the de-
hand, some officers say that the lay in receiving the banner and
many city-made soldiers seem to badges. It will be held Satur-
f  with threersteps of, his trip he resulto the examinations of A ,
According to the story told by
the army officer, heads of the
ern'', realized there was no real
necessity for the National*Guard
on the border but several months
service there would put the reg-
iments froth the various states
in fighting trim for a more im-
portant struggle which is in
prospect.
The fact that Uncle Sam is
turning down those a ho are not
wholly fit for service, the officer
pointed out as an indication of
the wisdom Of cone-bait:ins.
Murray Boy Weds Texas Girl.
-
The Bloomington, Te s,
Breeze of the 7th inst. contains'
the following account-sof the,
marriage of a former popular
young Murray boy who has ma-
ny friends here to wish him and
his bride a long life of happi-
ness:
'At the Methodist parsonage
—
right the physician record, the 
f Eeiriman an, on
several days the past week. of any character is more expen-•Next he comes under the care- Herman has been located in Jop- sive and less profitable to theful eye of Dr. Robertson, who tin,Mo., the past two years grower than raising the betterexamines thellimbs. Spec al at- .1
respondent's trip, a number of
gaardamen,with feet as flat as
 the IAGUARDS AT END OF SERVICE the 
past ten days for the pur-Tand results will be evident in FOR LAND BY OIL PROSPECTORSa pie in the pan, walked up be- . pose of giving stimulus to season. - ;-
fore the examiner and were !breeding of better stock.. Bank-1 Thursday night a meeting was ,
Washington; _July 10. -When !inn and other business interests !held here in the court house anda promptly turned:down. Lexington, Ky., July 8. Craz-
of his journey through the ex- have been or will be mustered a registered male, Hereford and sentation of business risen and
y was attended by a large repre- ed by the clamors of oil prospec-After carnpleting the first lap the National Guardsmen who of Murray have proffered to bu
/tors who insisted_that he sell
is sent back to the bath room to leased they will fall ba lc t 
mers upon condition that not Varney were the speakers and lands which- adjoin those o
am nation rczIns the 'fo:0_1.beletientLaerviee_sze_ re- :place at the disposal of the
bee  Tont Uncle Sam's regulars
will be newly married couple motoredhave no idea that they
to Bloomington and took thecalled upon to go into Mexico but I
train for Galnestou to spend !WV-are of the opinion that the Nat-I
tional Guard was called out for r'erfl days.
'The bride is the youngestthe purpose of preparing the Un- I
'daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. F.ited States for any crisis which
Lenderman of this place. Shemay follow the close of the Ein
moved here with her parentsropean war is the story brought
three and a half years ago fromback from the Mexican border
Collierville, Tenn., and has sinceby a Kentuckian who was in
coming here been recognized asConsultation with an officer of
one of this city's most charmingthe United States army.
and popular young ladies. She
-an saceornnlished muirintart and
possessed with a personality
which has made her the Mend
of every one who knows her.
A special from Bowling Green
Ky., to the Louisville Times of
the past week gives a brief ac-
count of the marriage of Miss
Grace Ferguson, of this city to
Mr. G. S. Russell. of Bowling
Green. Miss Ferguson is one of
the most popular young ladies
ever reared in this city and has
a host of friends here to extend
happiest congratulations. The
account of the marriage is as
follows:
"Garland Summers Russell, a
bookkeeper of the K. M. Russell
Lumber Company, an d Miss
Grace Elmo Ferguson, of Mur-
ray, Ky., were quietly married
Thursday night by Dr. J. H.
Young, pastor of the State-street
Methodist church. The bride
has been taking music at the
Western Kentucky State Nor-
mal School in this city and play-
ing the organ at a local theater.
She is a daughter of Mrs. Pearl
LoulavIlle, July 10, -That the
prisons of Kentucky are fast be-
ing put back into politica is .1.4-
deuced by the rapid changes ir4
the personnel of the prison eye
ployes being made daily by Gov..
Stanley, or Board of Prison Corn-
niisisioners, at his request.
Three changes within a few
days occurred the past week.
Warden A. J. G. Wells waa re-
moved from the penitentiary at
Frankfort and replaced by T.
Mack Phythian, a spearapnal at-
tendant of Gov. Stanley during _
his campaign and since.
John W. Milliken was deposed.
from his position SS head of the
houses of reform at Greendaie,
and Ernest J. Howell, of Owens-
be,ro, manager of Stanley's con-
gressional a n d gubernatoriali-
campaign in that county; liab-
ceeded him.
Eugene Ray, of Louisville,was
replaced as secretary of the State-
Board of Prison Commissioners
by EdsShinnock, of Shelbyville.
1The rapid changes, following on
Ithe heels of the administration
!prison law passed by the 1916
legislature, indicates that Gov-
ernor Stanley is bent on using
i the prison board and its power
for political purposes.
Ernest J. Howell, who now is-
charged with the reform of err-
ing boys and girls at Greendalea
was a deputy sheriff in Davies&
county. He has lived in Owenie
hero for some time. Several
years ago be "tatted there a bar-
ber, and later maimed in the sa-
loon business, and, was indicted
in the Daviess circuit court for-
permitting gambling in a room.
above the saloon. The indict-
ment has been filed away.
Shortly after he was indicted.
Howell moved to West Louis-
ville, a village twenty miles west
of Owensboro, where he again
engaged in the barber business:-
and conducted a soft drink sten so •
Howell is said to be a man of
little education, but is nevertne-
less placed in oharge of the akar-
acter formation of children.
Stanley endeavored ta have
Howell appointed postmaster ei
Owensboro two years ago but the
recommendation was never sent
to the president. It is stated In.
I Owensboro that certified coOsto 
! of the indictment weremailed to.^
the postmaster general.
i During the administration :ot
•; Warden Wells, it is generally ad-
mitted, the Frankfort peniten-
; tiary has made great progress.
but political debts demanded Mr,
' Wells' head. Phythiam wata sr
deputy warden under.a past ad-,
ministration. During Stanley's..
past campaign Phythian travel-
ed about the state with him in -
the capacity of major dromo, and
was awarded after the election -
with a position in the governor's.
te-room pemiing the expire-
farmers. Messrs. Knox and them the musical rights On his of Warden Well'. term.
a
mat ically into the National Guard 
neighbor on which a rich oilthe* bath room. to dress. then less than ten cows of the same gendine enthusiasm was amused.
he is taken to the eye, ear and breed be brought to the county Their addresses were not con- strike was made, Charles Rice,! - -
• -
nose room, where he starts on to serve the terms for which , by seeds raisers. Banks propose fined to the question of improv. of Estill county, was brought toi
his final lap. Standing twenty, ri. the Eastern Kentucky Hospital!they enlisted as National Guards- j to furnish the money to farmers ed live stock IstUnauroved az
feet from an eye test chart he is men, according to a ruling made 'with salads to buy these cows cultural interesSebTevery char- for the Insane, here a raving ma- I
made to read the different „rows by the office of Judge Advocate on long time at six per cennlacter: necessity of counts- farm niac. - .1
Of letters.. -fin Tew have faillen , General of the War Departnleat. Mlle matter-has been -explicitly -agent-pig, peiultry and -eannin- Rice-is 45 years old lied a large'
down on their:eyes, but the per- I The department's ruling is 'placed before the people but ac- clubs, county home demonstra- land owner of Estill county. Last
centage. has not been nearly as based en-the following language :tionlIntArbe taken before re- tor and other vital subjects were week a rich strike of oil was
large as failures from many oth- in the resolution passed by eon. -suits are obtainable. Mr. Far- discussed intelligently. As 4 made on the farm of John Ed-1
passes on to ;he physicians for
Er causes. Successful in this he
enal service.
gross drafting the men for fed- i mer what are you going to do?
, A large delegation of automoasinterest has been created among The new strike caused a great
lie3ult of thia meeting a greateriwards whose place adjoins his. !
the final examination of his -Provided, That all persons so i bites left Murray last ThuranfiY • the business men of the and deal of excitement in that sec-
hearing and throat. '- drafted shall, from the date of filled with local business e i 
.
i m n., many expressions of willingness tion and oil prospectors, specu- 11
Completing this, the soldier their draft, stand discharged j and- with them were N. L. yar- to co•operate with the farmers lators and others swarmed into'
that walks from the test room from the National-Guard during' neae.ergainny, agent of Trigg couri- have been freely.expresaecL . the territory 'and for several!
may say to hie 'friends that he rtJW period of their Bernice under! ty; W.-L. Davis, county clerk, Another meeting is to be held days beseiged Rice, it is saids!
'had been exiininld by the Most al" ("ft- This -is eonstrued ,-ctf- Trigg county; and Messrs. : 'knight erhUrSdayt wheat 'mat-
careful ..effiviit_fwdical reserve 4 mean that they are dischanaa 'Knox an Waldron,. Nashville, . ters are, to be more definitely,s 
men of the United States aid ed from the National Guard onlyTTerm., representing the agricula shaped with a. view. of taking
has been pronopheed."soond." .., temporarily while the ernprgeti- i t ti-al exteation and live stock' definite steps to put inta effect
The elatninntions are held - in cy exists. . . departnientarthe N. C. & St. :4iii•----Za ianeed move possible.
44
Wm. F. Simpson, a well known
resident of the Boydsville aec-
tion, dropped dead at the home.-
of his daughter in Hickman kat:
Saturday. -lifrimpson had gone
for a visit to his daughter a short
time ago, with the hope that hig
health would be benefitted. Sat.
urday morning he was seated in
the family room talking with his
daughter, when he dropped to
the floor and diedset- once.. He s
was 66 years of age. The -body.
was shipped to Ma s field Sanday -
morning and was conveyed to
1 R *bat& _
 ss"
4
SUBMARINE NOW
IN CHESAPEAKE BAY
111RRIVES WITH 1.000 TONS OF
DYESTUFFS Al MLR
CARGO.
BEMIS MESSAGE TO WILSON
Was Chased For Thirty Hours fly
French and English Warships-
Sy Submerging and Detoses
In g She Eluded Them.
Baltimore --The German submarine
arrived at Quarantine, four utile* be-
ton Baltimore, at midnight July S.
Long expected, riditnied, fabulous
In the sea serpent or the flying Dutch
man. the German isupersubunarine
Deutschleild became a reality lo the
watchers off Cape henry and made her
way through a network of inquisitive
ships end through the unities of red
tape of the imaranUtie aril customs of-
ficiate, toward her dcri.k at the pier Of
the Eastern Forwarding Compaq, Lo-
--esial-lusiests
She i the largest submarine afloat.
The largiaa German war models are
less than 300 feet long. But this sub-
marine of Comm erce is 315 feet long.
exactly one-third the length of the
largest merchant vessels afloat-the
Vaterland sind the Itnperator.
She carried no passengers. Her
cargo consists entirely of dyestuffs-a
thousand tons of them. This keeps
her very low in the water when riding
an the surface. Her draft will% she
was sighted was 17 feet. and it was
largely because of her depth that she
did riot try--to -come to-land when sub-
merged. .
She is commanded by ('apt. Kairig.
end has a crew of 29 men. Roth cap-
tile and .crew are drawn from the
German merchant fleet and not from
the navy. The craft is unarnitt' and
La being treated by the United States
'tittle's like any other men-Ilan hip.,?.4.4,,
Her tonimander told the, pee tat
she left a German port on June *-3.
'hat he had Lee° tons of cargo and
a quantity of mail aboard, and brought
message from Emperor William to
President Wilson.
The cargo Is said to consist of dye-
stuffs and medicine consigned to a Rai-
Amore firm. •-• •
It is said that she submerged when-
ever she saw any vessel, on the chance
that it might be a warship. The En-
e apish government was not among
-those who regarded the trans-Atlantic
submersible as a joke, and the report
I, that the Deutschland was chased
for 30 hours by French and English
warships. She submerged and eluded
them by traveling out of her course a
distance of 800 miles.
Because she was forced to make this
detour she has the record for subma-
rine travel. The lankest trip prev-
iously made by any submarine was
the 3.500 miles from Kiel to Constan-
tinople. made by the U boat that sank
the British battleship Majestic. It is
said the Deutschland traveled 4.1S0
1,S00 of this being under water.
,DAMAGE FROM STORM HEAVY
Communication With Many Cities On
the Gulf Coast Has Been
Cut Off.
New Orleans -Reports of great
damage to property and growing crops
due to the tropical storm that swept
in from the "Gulf of Mexico over parts
of Louisiana, Florida, Mississippi and
Alabama have been received. - —
Latest repprts from storm 'districts
report seven lives lost with crews of
two schooners unaccounted for.
Property damage in Alabama and
Mississippi will total more than . $4,-
000.000-
Many small coast towns in the storm
area Lave not been heard from owing
to_ demoralized wire conditions, and,4
as is tasualli the rase in Gulf hurrl-_1
canes, it will be several days before
the toes of life -eau be accurately re-
ported. *Government weather bureau
officials point out that ample warning
of the approach was sent
to all threatened points' and they bet
lieve these commnialties. taking ad-
vantage. of past ̂ e,xpericnce, sows=
places otsafety. '
MANY PRISONERS TAKENg
Rossians Capture Approximately 5000
Prisoners In a Hecent Little
On the Domeier.
TIM =NM MIT1RAY. Y.
LAIISING REPLIES
- TO MEXICAN NOTELondon Cednter all-Seta by the ttin":
mans on the entire line of the Frettelt
the *Mints region sone
change in the situation from the eat
her dityloof the •Ansheterench °Gem--
site. In the beginning the Germans
concentrated their forces against the
apparentlysconsidering the op-
erattous the--ftench to the south
as of small aigaitieance. But, the
rapid movement of the French troops,
together with the impoetaisee et the
objective for which they are aiming
has caused the German commanders
to 'strengthen their defenses and
forces' along the line guarding Per'
untie and other important strategic
points.
Both ends of the French line have
been under heavy attacks, hut the
Preach have been able to put them
down; without the Germane making
any gains whatever.
The immensity of the Russian drive
',gainer the Austrians and Germans
during the last month le indicated by
unofficial reports from Petrograd
which Kay that the sionetroGerman
losses In the endeavor to stay the ad
sauce of Gets lirusidlioffs armies to-
tal nearly a half million men, but hall
of are prisoner*. •
IP Austrians admitted a serious
defeat west of Wolomea, where they
were driven bat* nearly live miles.
The latest official statement iron)
the Russian war office announces tht
capture of approximately 10.000- add!
Donal prisoners. 5,000 of whom are
said to be, Germans, taken in a recent
battle on the Dneister. About 11,00C
other prisoners were captured on 0th
er sections of the RestitahArotsts
MEXICO'S ;OFFER • ANEPTED
unitise- stnes-Witebirwes Carrinzah
Offer To Adjust Differences Be-
tween the Two Governments
Washington.-The de facto govern
meat of Mexico has been Informally
notified, through Eliseo, Arredondo
Ambassador designate, that the Unit
ed• States welcomes Gen. Carranza'w
proposal to adjust all pending differ •
ences between- the two governments
by direct diplomatic negotiation.
Mr. Arredondo was informed of the
American governntent's attitude in a
conversation with Secretry Lansing
after the latter had conferred with
President Wilson. Later a formal
note will confirm the ambassador's re-
port.
It is evident at the state department
that officials believe an opportunity
has now been, presented out of which
may come a means of giving the de-
facto government material aid kriee
storing order throughout Mexico. It
is known that the pacific nature of the
Mexican note which brought the cri-
sis between the governments to an
.end is construed here as indicating
that Gen. Carranza, besides being im-
pressed by American military preps-
rations, has beers deeply influenced by
the pressure and argument brought to
bear on him by friends in the United
States, by European diplomats in
Mexico City and particularly by rep-
resentatives of many of the Imtiti•
American powers
BODIES FROM CARRIZAL. -
PRESS NOT INCLUDED.
Smith Explains B;ti Barring Liquor
Advertisements From Mail.
Washington.,-- Senator Smith of
Georgia has urged the committee on
postoffice and post roads for an early
report recommending passage of his
bill to forbid the use of the mails for
letters, postal cards. circulars or
pamphlets advertising intoxicating
liquors in states where stich adver-
tising is prohibited by law. The sen-
ator explained that an erroneous im-
pression had been created that the
legislation he proposed would bar
newspapers containing liquor adver-
tisements from the mails.
"1 do not think we could prohibit
the use of mails for circulation of
'newspapers in prohibition states." said
Senator Smith. "My bill sehe,tosget
at the root of an evil. It is the plastal
yards, pamphlets and circelat letters
sent an citizens, and particularly the
thy, oi the prohibition spites, ad-
vertising liquors .and quoting price
lists that we want-to step." -
PEACE PLAN ARRANGED,
Troopers Who Fell at Carriza; Arrive
On Special Train.
El Paso, Tex.-The bodies of Capt.
Charles Ts Boyd. Lieut. Henry--T.
Adair and seven troopers of the Tenth
Cavalry, who fell with them in the
fight with Carranza troops at ,Pearizal.
-have been brought to Juiirez aboard
a special train from Villa Ahumada.
Gen. Bell. -commanding sine lei Paso
--41" military district, announced that he
; had arranged for the train hearing
them to -cross the river to El Paso
YAQUI ON ,WARRATH.,
Invade American Lards in Mexico an
Devastate Property.
1.41.male/4".44.--
GRATIFICATION OVER TURN OF
. AFFAIRS TAKEN TO '
DISPUTE IS EXPRESSED.
CABINET APPROVES MESSAGE
-----
United States Government Prepared
To Saenanse Views In Order To
__Pre_vent a Reourrence of 1,1*.
Acuities Along Corder.
Weshington -Beginning of the dip-
lomaGc conversations which it is
hoped will result in settlement of the
difference's between the United States
and, Mexico now await a suggestion
from Gen. (-amnia as to how they
should proceed.
Mr. Arrecheido has transmitted to
his smerttnient a brief and friendly
note handed to him , by Secretary
Lansing. expressing gratification over
the turn affairs bet wren the govern-
ments have taken and accepting pro-
koaela. too 41.14dwalLar emllement of
punts in dispute. The communication
was approved by the cebinet before
It was sent to the Mexican embassy.
The text follows:
"Mr. Secretary: I have the h000r
to acknowledge receipt of your cour-
teous note transmitted to me by Senor
Arredondo on the fourth instant, in
which you refer to my notes of June
Mit and June 25. and to assure you of
the sincere gratification of my govern-
ment at the frank statement of the
difficulties which hare unfortunately
arisen in our relations along the in-
ternational .boundary,-_And the _Maris_
nerved expression of the desire of your'
government to reach anudjuetment of
these difficulties on a broad and
amicable basis. The same spirit of
friendship and of solicitude for the
continuance of cordial relatiens be-
tween our two countries inspires my
government, which equally desires an
immediate solution or the matters of
difference which have long vexed both
governments.
"It is especially pleastng to my gov-
ernment that the de facto government
of Mexico is disposed to give quick
well as practical conelderation in
a spirit of concord to the remedies
which may be applied- to the existing
oonditions. Reciprocating the same
desire, the government of the United
Stated is prepared immediately to ex-
change views as to • practical plan
to remove finally and prevent a re..-
currence of the difficulties which have
been the source of the controversy.
"Accept, Mr. Secretary, the renewed
assurances of my highest considera-
tion.
"I am, Fir, yours very sincerely.
"ROBERT LANSING.",
Provides for Occupation of Santiago
By American Marineó
Wailsington.-Arrangethents TtrivTlIe
reeceral occupation of Santeago, Santo
Domingo, by 'American marines under
Col. Pendleton, have been reported to
the navy department by Rear Admiral
Caperton. Under an agreement be-
tween Col. Pendleton and the Domini-
can peace commission, the- marines
were to enter the city immediately.
It was during the march towgrd San-
ders, -that the Americans lied four
fights-with revolutionary band's, Ad-
miral Caperton again predicted an
early reeioraticin of peace throughout
the island republic.
MEXICANS ARRESTED._
They Had Explosive:a-441d Tit Hut.
Near Columbus.
hiaratlan Mexico -Yaqui Indians, Colutribite. N. M.-Several_ MexicaVs
takin-g advantage of the withdrawal of -
Mexican trooptiss' sip Southern Sonora. 
were arreeted here for having in their
are reported-here to hive crosseed the ' pression large quantities of 
dyne.-
Vernal river and-ittiadect flie la3desaf_lmitel_ __The ygplealleiletse _di_scovsered
es -
American settlers fnd the Itichaedson in a hut On the outskirts of towns It
'-Constriction Ctraihany. devastatinf all was Wrested as a reeuli of Ferret in-
property except company headeuarters formation eon( erning a plot to- destroy
at fiteperanra. vil4re a 
h 
Mexican purls: one of- the army ammunition Store 
ems's.son Is maintained. 
._ ,. .
ou-re;elease:s _ seeteesuotterreesee.-.4.sesase....S.7.-- .1r,gler
as
CARRANZA GENERAL KILLED
General Ignacio Ramos Loses His Life
When Villa Band Forces Carranza
Troops to Retire.
El Paso.-Five battalions of Villistas
gave battle to a command of de facto
government troops led by Gen. Ignacio
Ramos. at Corral ranch and virtually
wiped out the Carranzistas. according
to the remnant which has straggled
back. Into eintines. Gen. Ramos and
most of his men were killed outright.
This has been stated in a dispatch from
Chihuahua City which passed the de
facto government censorship. Of the
government troops who escaped back
to Rritiner -many were wounded,'
message said- it was described as-one
of the bleodiest for numbers of men
engaged in Mexican revolutionary war-
fare.
PEOPLE ARE FLEEING.
--
Eruption of Mount Stromboli Has Be-
' come Serious.
Rome.-The eruption of' Stromboli
has become serious. The flow of lava
Ls spreading to the sparse coast set-
tlements, burning and destroying the
houses, and the population is -fleeing
to the gee and taking refuge on 're-
lief ships sent from Messina.
There are many signs of seismic ells-,
turbances throughout Italy. The heat
has been intense for the poet two
days.
AMERICANS WILL PROTEST.
Declare They Lost Heavity When Or-
dered Out of Mexico.
Tampa--A protest against what they
-call disregard for American interests
to Mexico by the state department in
ordering Americans to leave the coun-
try hurriedly will be filed With ,Presi-
dent Wilson, accordhig-to persons
aboard the United States- traneport
Sumner. which arrived at Millet Key
quarantine -station from Vera Cruz
erith 665 American refugees.
ft...., a
r
Bandits Fleeing.,
(Thihnahua.-Large Carranza forces.
-bettor nrcanised and more cottiptetely
equipped than any other units of the
de facto government's troops. are clos-
inl in on the bandits of Southern Chi-
huahua and Northern Durango. Intent
en wiptne them out:
Jtminiz. which the "Villa 'fort-es cap-
lured-after defeating an inferior forre
lout killing Geri. Ignacio Ramos has
Weil- occupied With* - kcift.thill'ent
ti-hops. Tlic hendits are fleeing
thrpugh 'thie Valley • of 'the, River
-Florida
t
MEXICAN CRISIS PASSED
Received at Waahington.
- Alinehinotten.-Th• CHOW between
Ike United Slates and Ittealco Is vir-
tually at an end, as therevtutt-ofsat
friendly and conciliatory mite from
liw de recto government which Inas
Just reached Washington.
The text of the tote is as follows:
"Ilefsrsinit to the notes of June 20
and VI last, I have the honor to say to
your excellency that the Itumediat• re
lease of the Carrixel prisoners was a
further proof of the sincerity of the
desires of this government to reach a
pacific and satisfactory arrangement
of present difficulties. This guvera
meat is 1111110W1 to solve the pre
conflict and it would be unjust if
attitude was misinterpreted.
"It was Also the Mexican govern
went that earnestly suggested a Plan
for cantontuents along the boundary
Ilse during the conferences of Ciudad
Juarez and El Paso. This government-
it disposed now, silt has always been,
to seek an immediate attiutIon of the
two points which constitute the true
causes of the conflict between the two
countries, to-wit: The American gov•
eminent believes reasonably that the
insecurity of its frontier is a source
of diffirulty and the Mexican govern-
ment, on its part, believes that the
dritriiT X1Haffriiii Tireies satitleliti
territory, aside from tieing a trespass
on the sovereignty of Mexico, is the
immediate cause of the conflicts.
Therefore, the withdrawal of American
troops, on one hand, and the protection,
of the frontier on the other, are the
two essential problems, the solution-of,
which must be the directing object of
the efforts of both governments.
"The Mexican government is willing
to consider in a quick and practical
way, and prompted by a spirit of con-
ceit% --reniedies whIC12- shoUld-bil
applied' to the present situation.
----"S,at-Latins A merfeatt----count
have offered their friendly mediation
to the Mexican government and the
latter has steepled it in principle,
'therefore, the Mexican government
only awaits information that the gov-
ernment of the United States would
be disposed to accept this mediation
for the Purpose mentioned above, or
whether it Is still of the ballef that the
same results may be attained by means
if eirevt negotistiohe between both
governments.
"In the meantime, this government
proposes to- employ all -efforts that
may be at its disposal toavoid the
recurrence of new incidents which may
complicate and aggravate the situa-
tion. At the same time, It hopes that
the American government on Its part
may make use of all efforts to prevent
also new acts of its military and civil
authorities of the .frontier that :nigh
cause new complications.
'1 avail myself of this opportunity
to reiterate to your excellency the &e-
ntrance of my most distinguished con-
sideration,
(Signed) "C. AGUILAR:*
Friendly and Conciliatory Note From
the Mexican Government Has Seen
_
ALL. NEED CHANBE,.tiF DIET
Winter Foods Should Not Si
ued During the fliot Days of
the Summer.
fluting*. et diet is Juni ins ~enlist! RD
gond 116'041, tiliet. Ilne num %tenths'r
arrives, ant u chasms* ilf cLullumis
one %%stub thlink of drooling lii inenvy
%violent', furs and velvets with the
thermometer suturing. Wiy, then, feed
the eyetem during the hot days with
the Name curt et heavy food which
tunkee up the %Inter menu?
Too few housiewlves realize that the
body crimes change tof diet once the
%arm vseather sets in. They go sin
Nerving In Iday hot soups, sdentning
merits, henry ilesmarta, just so though
It were the middle of winter stud then
wonder wky their families do tot seem
to relish their toad.
Begin in May to serve summer
meals, for warm weather Is then here
and a change of diet is necessary
good health. Make the first change
in the appeartince of the table. If
you have been In the habit of using
clothe use doilies' during the emu-
liner seamen, as they give the rippecir-
env. of coidness and ;summer comfort.
They are, too, a great 'laving of labor
diming the warm weather season. It
is no idle tusk to wit sit (tut in big table-
cloth mice a berry stain -mars its
pristine beauty. livt If a dolly be-
comes soiled how easy it is - to take
-Tittr
tub. During the berry and fruit sea-
son, when no many *rime are upt to
appear no matter how careful the din-
ers, this labor-saving scheme should
be given consideration.
Some housewives go so far us to
substitute the paper doilies; for the
linen ones, throwing them away as
they becotue soiled. These come in so
many pretty designs and are so inex-
pensive that this form of-table adorn-
ment is both pretty and economical.
TO TRAIN AT ARMY-POSTS.-
Mobilization Camps in Various States
Will Be Discontinued.
New York.-Mobilization ramps in
most of the 22 states of the depart-
ment of the east will he discontinued
as soon as _the last isational_guard or-
ganizgtion called out by the president
has departed for the border.
With the closing .of the catnps. re-
cruits will be trained at army posts,
already designated.
Among the army posts designated
are:
Tennessee, Nord; Carolina and Geor-
gia-Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
Florida and Alabama-Fort Barran-
cas, Pensacola. Fla.
.Mississippi and Part of Louisiana-
Jackson Barracks, near New Orleans.
South Carolina -- eort Moultrie,
Charleston.
Gen. Wood said dependents on na-
tional guardsmen have flooded him
with letters and telegrams requesting
hi ta to discharge guardsmen as a -re-
sult of the recent war department or-
der. He said he wished it emphasised
that soldiers with dependents cannot
he discharged by the commanding of-
ficer of the department until the re-,
quest is first made by the soldier, with
corroboratifsg evidence.
Guardsmen Will Be Discharged.
Washington.-Application for dis-
charge by national guardsmen who
have dependent relatives will be grant-
ed, according to an order issued by
the war department. •
The, order also enjoins department
comordndttoe to instruct recruiting of-
ficers to avoid acceptance of recruits
'who have relatives dependent upon
them for support.
Orders to the departmental com-
manders give them full power to con-
sider applications and direct that dis-
charges be granted where .circum-
stances warrant They also providi-
that recruiting and mustering _officera
shall ha instructed not to accept re
cruits with families dependent upor
them for support.
Offers Aviation Field.
Washington,-Thomas E. Ryan. New
York linancier, has offered several
hundred arres his big- -sestets- near
Charlottesville, Va . to the government
Eli be used as a remount 'depot for an
aviation field or stork raising for -the
_army. lithe Offer !a ac.'epted, a nom-
inal sum museshe paid for it to con-
' form t`e the Taw. A hoard, coinposed
Of army. officers' appointed by Secre-
•tary 'Baker, receetly visited the
rnundg and sphrtIttlett a reprirt'te
Maj.-Gen. 'Scotts chlef of staff, which
ls understood to recommend accept.
alter • -
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For Every Kind
of Lameness
Seib In en au.d
Keit It in,
k. Th•e•e•hle
I 
I 
AN FORD'S
of Myrrh 
I
SPOTS ON VARNISHED TABLE
Blemishes That Annoy Housewife May
Be Eliminated if Proper Methods
Are Employed.
,'The white spots whieh appenr
the .top er_the table, due to the nevi-
'dental appljegtem of lient filen In.
*Usher-need not worry a careful !muerte
wife long if slim will remember that
the origleal nwspentamee I tf tire var-
nish .m7 be restored by simply re-
forming Its :Surface; To do title it ie
meals:mu to apply sotne varnish sol-
vent-not varnish remover-and then
allow it to dry. The most easily ob-
tained solvents are alcohol and ata-
tnonia. Moisten a bit of clean cloth
with the solvent, rub le' quickly over
the white spot, then let it dry. Per-
mit the moistened cloth to touch the
varnish but a Jew seconds for as 'soon
as the rand& Ii acted upon by the
solvent it will rub off, leaving the
wood on the table bare.-L. S. Foltz,'
Colorado Agricultural College, Fort
Collins, Colo.
Cooking Betts.
Walsh them.
Don't -Scrape them.. -
The skin must be intact.
This is an important item.
If broken, the flavor and color goes.
Boll steely an hour. drain awl, rub
off the skins.
They inny be diced and covered with
crenm - sauce.  
s TheY're better with the simple
Friend" dressing.
Slice them into it while they are hot
and thoy're delicious.
You knee- the propertion, three or
feur times as much ell as vinegar 'mi.
pepper and salt to -taste.
Making a Mattress Pad.
Make a cover of cheesecloth, rneae.
tiring It a quarter of a yard all around
than she sitisttresas- Then epee
it on the mattress, padding it thick
with cotton, just the size of the mat-
tress. Tie it and leaven quarter of a
yard around without - any cotton In to
tuck in around the mattress. This
does away with any clumAness aye
duos not pull away from the edge.
Cabbage Slew.
Take a head of- cabbage 'and slice
sery thin. Wash anti put id kettle
-with just water'enouga tO cover. irtt-
suer slowly until tender, then drain
and add, enough milk to cover and
Some salt add pepper to taste. If you
have some gravy from a - roast, add,
but if -net n1.i a giewl-eized piece of
butter. Serve very hot.
• How to Cook Asparagus.
Cut off the tough stalks, wash the
sender parts and tie in bunches again;
place_ in a saucepan and cover with
boiling water. It will take from 20 to
341 minutes to cook it. Ten minutes
before taking it up add a teaspoonful
of halt for each-bunch. When done
serve on toast with butter sauce, or
just spread with plain butter.
Stowaway Chests.
upholetered etewaway-chestIs-
becalming a regular piece of bedroom
furniture, and the newest have tall
end pteree that give the chest a settle
eifect. To have a fabric that matches
or harmonizee with the other furniture
In the room is essential in the covert
lug.
Here's a Trick. ,
Rub A litth. butter ander the edge
of the spoui of the cream pits-her: it
%NW prevent a drop of cream from
running down over the pitcher. -
Lemon Juice In Salads.
For all sated* containing froite or
fish, lemon juice isamuch to be pre-
ferred to vinegar. .
•
I •-•
For Cuts, Burns, -
Bruises, Sprains,
Strains, Stiff Neck,
Chilblains, Lame Back,
Old Soros, Open Wounds,
and all External Injuries.
Made Since 1846. 
Ask Aiartshietdy
Ab 
Pries 215c. SOs and $1.00
1 ,1I WRITE
All Dealers a. C' Hang" "ft CaeXitAi.Valt,
Experienced.
I'li, U11/11 Collura after an mil-
Mr. Itincleigh -The fortune hunter.
any hon.-Boehm Trtinscript * •
..letar_HAVE CHILL* AND FIVE.111.„
"Plantation" Chill Toni ta 'Immo*
teed and will do the work in a week.
Your money cheerfully refunded by
dealers if it fail,. after ̀giving It a
proper trial. Price 50c.-Adv.
Pride is suiti to go before a -full,
Anyway, a women's pride tetutilly
gives nay before her tears begin to
frill, -
ALWAYS LOOK, YOUR BEST
As ta *One Hair-and *kin by Using
Cuticura. Trial Fres.
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Orntment to soothe and heal, These
fragrant, super-creamy emollients pr6
servo the natural purityiond beauty
of the skin under conditions which, if
neglected, tend to. produce a state of:.
irritatiou and disfigurethent. •
Free aampte each by mail,with Book:
Address postcard, Cuticura. Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhero.-Adv.
"My sympathy is enlisted in this
movement maiinst -Mexico.. Is Isours?"
"Yes, mid ;to am T." •
IT IS IMPERATIVE
that you keep a bottle of Mississippi
Diarrhoea Cordial in your medicine
chest. In constant use for fifty years.
Price 25c and 50c -Adv.
Restitution If made -Would often, pre-
destitution. - .
Old Age and Death
arttliietiver
Your liver it the Sanitary Depart.
meat of yocr Lady. Vibes it foes
wrcat year whole system becomes
poisoned arse yosr vitality is we:leafed.
The best remedy is
Dr. Thachers Livc
and Blood Syrup
• crely vegetable compound, tazat:ve
and tonic in effect. It cleans out your
body, and puts energy iota year mind and
muscles. We recommend this remedy be.
cause we know from many year!' expert..
ence that it is effective.
Keep a bottta in your home. Pe and $I
at your dealer's.
THACHER MEDICINE CO.;
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
'Moo Cure Is /guaranteed to
id'oe and r'rzlr.nenti7 cure IhatterriNe itching. It Is com-pounded for that yurrma• aed
your emery *lb be Preallulerefunded without questionit Hunt' corn taro t" dIreItch. Aczema "1"..1 ter. King Worm
44.•.114.o.lts•t .in do-ca... tMu
For nal c by au drug stores
or by troni the
A. B. Richards Medicine Co., Sherman, Tex.
Every:Woman Wants
ANTISEPTIC POWDER
FOR PERSONAL HY
INSSOITea In water for detaches it.,.
pelvic catarrh, alteration and inflam-
mation. Recorameaded by Lydia E.
Pinkheen Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing watiel•r for nasal catarrh,
sore throat emit *ore *yes. Economical,
erta wimary chaos.* doi liettwolalUAW. Fe.... Sue. all erugginah pomad hyma. The 1 *dm Tale. Geetwar, Boma, Mae,
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SYNOPSIS.
- -.--. -12-I . . .
ittunphrely Van Weyden, critic and dilet.
Mg of • ferryboat on coming to his,
rite, thrown Into the water by the slink -
senses. finds himself aboard the Sealing
schooner Moat, captain Wolf Larsen,
bound to Japan waters. The captain re-
Eiases to put Humphrey ashore and makesm cabin boy "for the good of his soul"• begins under the cockney rook, Mug.
ride% who steals his money and chases
him when accused of it. Cooky le jealous
Of Hump and hales him, Wolf hazes a
seaman and makes it the hoist, for a phil-
osophic dierumaion with !lump. Wolf en-
ElrtaIns Mugridge In his cabin. wins fromen at cards the money he stole frontunto. Cooky and Hump whet knives at
tech other. Hump's intimaey with Wolfnorealiee. Wolf sketcheis the story ofis life, dlecueees the Hibbs. and Omar,
ci
d Illuatrattos th• Instinctive love Of life
Choking Hump nearly to death A rar-
e' val of brutality breaks loam In the ship
WI Wolf proves himaelf the master brut*.
Woff Is ton,..ked ovErbogStr-ltt"-1111rur,
mines back aboard by the loglIne andEIr 
W
ns clear in a tight in the forecastle.
ump dregs*. Wolfe wounds and. despite
s protest, I. made mate on the hell•sidp.
. Van oyden tries to learn his duties
Oa mate. Wolf bases the men who tried
to kill Aim. Van Weyd•n proves by los
conduct in a blow, with all hand, out In
the boats among the sent herd, that he
litas learned "to stand on his own legs"
CHAPTER RV-Continued.
•••••.
Two hours of terrible work followed,
fn which all hands of us-two hunters,
three sailors, Wolf Larsen and 1,-•
reefett_Iltst one and the other, -fb.
jib and matnesif. And when all was
4t2fgee. I gave-lip-like a women and
Tolled upon the deck in the agony of
exhaustion.
In the meantime Thomas Mugridge.
like a drowned rat, was being dragged
out from under the forecestie head,
where he had cravenly ensconced
himself. I saw him pulled aft to the
cabin and noted with a shock of sur-
prise that the galley had disappeared.
A clean space of deck showed where
it bad ptood.
In the cabin I found all hands as-
sembled. sailors as well, and while
coffee was being cooked over the small
stove we drank whisky .and crunched
hardtack.
"To hell with a lookout," I heard
Wolf Larsen say when we had eaten
and drunk our fill. "There's nothing
can be done on deck. If anything's
going to run ne down we couldn't get
out of its way. Turfs In all bandit,
and get bome sleep."
The sailors slipped forward, setting
the side-lights as they went, while the
two hunters remained to sleep in the
fcabin, it not being deemed advisable
to open the slide to the steerage com-
panionway. Wolf Larsen and I. be-
tween us, cut off Kerfoot's crushed
linger and sewed up the stump. Mug.
ridge, who, during all the time he had
been compelled to cook and serve cof-
fee and keep the tire going, had com-
plained of internal pains, now swore
that he had a broken rib or two. On
examination we found that h • had
three. But his case was deferred to
Wolf Larsen and I, Between Us, Cut
Off Kerfoot's Crushed Finger.
next day, principally for the reason
that I did not know anything about
broken ribs and would first have to
read it up.
"I don't think it was worth it." I
said to Wolf Larsen, "a broken boat
for Kelly's life."
"But Kelly didn't amount to much."
was the reply. "Good night."
After all that had passed, suffering
intelerable anguisnrin my finger ends.
and with three boats missing. to say
nothing of the wild caper" the Ghost
was cutting. I should have thought it
Impossible to sleep. But My eyes
must have clotted the Instant my head
touched the pillow, and in utter ex-
haustion I slept throughout the -night.
the while the Ghost., lonely and undi-
rected. fought her way through the
storm,
CHAPTER XVI.
The'pext day, while the- sionar was
blawigritselt out. Wolf Larisen and
_ crammed - Anntomy, and surgery 'anti
set ''Slugridge's rIbe. There wbFb :The
'Storm broke, Wolf Larsen mdse.'
barn land, forth neer that portion -o(
to ocean where wa -had encountered
It, and somewhat morn to the west-
Ward.- while tae boats wete being re-
- -'N-' 5"
..,•40.$200,•••••• , • r .1,-.•• •
•
paired and new sails made and' ben .
Sealing schooner alter sealing schoon-
er we sighted and boarded, most of
which were in search of lost boats
and most of which were carryine
boats and crews they had picked up
and which did not belong to them.
For the thick of the fleet had been
to the westward of us, and the boats,
scattered far and wide, had headed in
mad flight for the nearest refuge.
Two of our boats, with men all Fate.
we took off the Cisco, and, to Wolf
Larsen's huge delight and my own
grief, he culled Smoke, Nilson and
Leach, from the San Diego. So that,
at the end of five days, we foued our-
selves short but four men-Hinder-
-001n Helyeelt, W444etzisi -and-. g--
and were once more hunting on the
flanks of the herd.
But Wolf Larsen, as was to be ex-
pected, being a boat short, took pos-
session of the first stray one and com-
pelled its men to hunt with tho Ghost,
not permitting them to return to their
own schooner when we sighted it. I
remember how he forced the hunter
and his two men below, a rifle at their
breasts, when their captain passed by
at biscuit-toss and hailed us for in-
formation._
I was learning more and more sea-
manship; and one clear day-a thing
we rarely encountered nowt had the
satisfaction of running and handling
the Ghost and picking up the boats
myself. Wolf Larsen had been smit-
ten with One of his headaches, and I
stood at the wheel from morning_ un-
til evening, sailing across the ocean
after the last lee boat and heaving to
and picking it and the other five up
without command or suggestion from
him.
Gales we encountered now and
again, for it was a raw and stormy
region, and, in the middle of June, a
typhoon most memorable to me and
most important because of the
changes wrought through it upon my
future. We must have been well in
the path of the Transpacific steam-
ships when the typhoon moderated,
and here, to the surprise of the hunt-
ers, we found ourselves in the midst
of the seals-a second herd, or sort
of rear guard, they declared, and a
most unusual thing. But it was "Boats
over!" the boom-boom of guns, and
the pitiful slaughter through the long
day.
It was at this time that I was ap-
proached by Leach. I had just fin-
ished tallying the skins of the last
boat aboard. when he came to my side,
in the darkness, and said in a low
tone:
"Can you tell me, Mr. Van Weyden,
how far we are off the coast, and what
the bearings of Yokohama are?"
My heart leaped with gladness, for'
I knew what he had in mind, and I
gave him the bearings-west-north-
• west and five hundred miles away.
"Thank you, sir," was all he said
as he slipped back into the darkness.
Next morning No. 3 boat and John-
son and Leach were ncissing. Wolf
Larsen was furious. It was like look-
ing for a needle In a haystack to raise
that tiny boat out of the-bfne Immen-
sity. But he put the Ghent through
her best paces so as to get between
the deserters and the hand., This ac-
complished. he cruised back and forth
across what he knew must be their
course.
On the morning of the third day,
shortly after eight bells, a cry that the
boat was sighted came down from
Smoke at the masthead. All hands
lined the rail, and there, to leeward,
l in the troubled silver of the rising
sun, appeared and disappeared a black
speck. We squared away and ran for
it. I looked at the gleam of triumph
In Wolf Larsen's eyes. his' form swam
before me and I felt almost Irresist-
ibly impelled to fling myself upon him
The beet was near enough now for us
to make out that It was larger than
any sealing boat and built on differ
ent lines. Smoke, who had descended
to the deck and WAS now standing by
my side, began jto chuckle in a signifi-
cant way. I loOlted at him Inquiringly.
"Talk of a mesa!" he giggled. "Don't
you see there. in the stern-sheets, on
the bottom. May I never shoot a seal
again if that ain't a woman!"
I looked closely, but was not sure
until exclamations broke out on all
sides. The boat contained four men.
and its fifth occupant was certainly a.
woman. We were agog with excite-
ment, all except Wolf Larsen, who was
evidently disappointed In that it was
net his own boat with the two victims
of his malice.
We ran down the flying jib, hauled
the jib-sheets to windward sand the
main sheet fiat, and came up into the
wind. I now caught my first glimpse
of the woman. She WAS wrapped in •
long ulster. for the morning was raw;
and I co.uld see nothing but her face
and a mass ()flight brown hair weep-
ing from under the Seaman's cap on
her head. The eyes were large and
brown -and !nitrous, the mouth sweet
and eensitiva; and the tate itself -a
Miente oval, giouph- sue and expos-
ere VT brisry-wtyntstaut -bnrnt the Nen
essirlet. • When one of the. sailors lift-
ed her Into Wolf Larsen's storvie
stretched arms, she looked up into Our
curious faces and.,smiled ethusedly
.and sweetly, as unlY a woman can
my...a •
•
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smile, and it. I had osen no one single
for so ions that I had forgotte•such
miles existed.
"Mr. Van Weir's-int" --
Wolf !Armen), votes brought me
sharply back to myself. ,
"-Will you tiebse the isply below and
see. to her comfort? Mike lip that
spars port cabin, Put Canty to work
on it. And see what you can du for
that fake. It's burned badly."
lie tuirtied brusquely away from us
and began to question the mew men.
The boat was cast adrift, though one
of them called It a "bloody shame"
with Yokehuma an near.
-No need to go to any great trouble
for me." she protested, when I hwi
sented her In Wolf Larsen's armchair,
Which 1 had dragged bastlly from his
cabin. "The men were looking for
land at any moment this morning, and
the vestiel should be in by night; don't
you think so,"
Her simple faith In the immediate
future took 030 aback. How could I
explain to her the situation, the
strange man who stalked the sea like
Destine, all that it had taken rue
months to learn? But I answered hon.
estly:
"If it were any other captain except
ours. I should say you would be ashore
in Yokohama tomorrow. But our cap-
tain Is a strange man, and I beg of
you to he prepared for anything, un-
dersrtarrfff-zfisr- why th
"I-1 confess I hardly do under-
stand," she hesitated, a perturbed but
not frightened expression in her eyes.
"Or Is it a misconception of mine that
shipwrecked people are always shown
every consideration? This is such a
little thing, you know. We are so
close to land."
"Candidly, I do not know," I strove
to reassure her. "I wished merely to
prepare you for the worst, if the
worst is to come. This man, this
captain,_la_a_brute,a demon, an
can never tell what will be his next
fantastic act." MOO
I wait gro*Ing excited, hut she In-
terrupted me with an "Oh, I see," and
her voice sounded weary. To think
was patently an effort. She was clear-
ly on the verge.' of physical collapse.
I had quite forgotten the existence of
Leach and Johnson, when suddenly,
like a thunderclap, "Boat ho!" came
down the open companionway. It was
Smoke's unmistakable voice, crying
from the masthead.
There were swift commands on
deck, a stamping of feet-and a slap-
ping of reef points as the Ghost shot
into the wind and about on the other
tack. As she filled away and heeled,
the armchair began to slide across the
cabin floor, and I sprang for it just
in time to prevent the rescued woman
from being spilled out.
Her eyes were too heavy to suggest
more than a hint of the sleepy sur-
prise that perplexed her as she looked
up at me, and she half stumbled, half
tottered. as I led her to her cabin.
Mug-ridge grinned insinuatingly in my
face as I shoved him out and ordered
him back to his galley work; and he
won his revenge by spreading glow-
ing reports among the hunters as to
what an excellent "lydy's myde" I was
proving myself to be
CHAPTER XVII.
I came on deck to find the Ghost
heading up close on the port tack and
cutting lir to windward of a familiar
spritsail close- hauled on the same
tack ahead of us All hands were on
deck, for they knew that something
was to happen when I each and John-
son were dragged aboard.
W'olf Larsen strode aft from amid-
ships. where he had been talking with
the rescued men. The catlike - springi-
ness in his tread was a little more pro-
nounced than wan+ and his eyes were
bright and snappy.
"Three oilers and a fourth engi-
neer:" was his greeting. "Rut wall
make sailors ght qf them, or boat
pullers it Sep _raw: Now, what of the
lady?"
I know not why, but I was aware
of a twinge or pang, like the cut of a
knife, when he mentioned her. I
thought it a certain silly fastidious-
ness on my part, but it persisted In
spite of me. and I merely shrugged
my shoulders in answer.
Wolf Larsen pursed his lips in a
orig. quizzical whistle.
"What's her name?" he demanded.
"I don't know." I replied. "She Is
asleep. She was very tired. In fact
I was waiting to hear the news from
you. What vessel was it"
"Mail steamer," he inswered short-
ly. "The City of Tokyo, from 'Frisco,
bound for Yokohama. Disabled in that
typhoon. Old tub. Opened up top and
bott6m like a sieve. They were adrift
four days. And you don't know who
or what she is, eh?-maid, wife or
widow? Well. well."
Ile shook his head in a bantering
way, and regarded me with laughing
eyes.
"Are you-" I began. It was on the
verge of my tongue to ask if he were
going to take the castaways in to Yo
kohama.
"Am I what?" he asked.
"What do you Intend defog with
Leach and Johnson?"
He shook his head. "Really. Hump.
I don't know. You see, with these ad-
ditions I've about all the crew I
want."
"And they've about all the escaping
they want." I said. "Why not give
them a change of treatment? Take
them aboard and deal gently with
them. Whatever they have tionelbey
have been' bounded into doing,"
"By me?" - 
4
•
• -By you," I answered stolidity: "And
I give you wanting. Wolf Larsen that
I may forret tore of my nelt- life in
the desit e to kill you if you go too-
ter in maltreating those poor
• rotrite!,"
"nravo!" ha cried. "Yon eto me.
proud. Hump! You've found your legs
1
I.
— 
with a vengeance. Tarn milt* all
individual. You were unfortunate la
having your life cast in easy place&
but you're developing, anti 111k. yea
the better for It."
His voice end expression changed.
Ms face was scrims. "Do you be-
neve In pr mitres?" he asked. "Al,
they sacred things?"
"Of course," I answered •
"Then hers ie a rampart," he went
on, consummate actor that he was. "It
I 7protniso not to lay my hands upon
Leach and Johnson, will you promise,
in turn, not to attempt to kill me?"
I could hardly believe my ears.
What was coming over the mitt?
"Is it a go?" he asked impatiently.
"A go." I answered
Ills hand went out to mine, and is I
shocik It hparttty 1. could have sworn I
sew the mocking devil shine up for a
moment in his eyes.
We strolled across the poop to the
Ire side. The boat was close at hand
now, and in desperate plight. John-
son wan steering, I.each bailing
The next instant they were opposite
the poop, where stood Wolf Larsen
and I. We were failing in the trough,
they were rising on the surge. John-
son looked at me, and I could see that
One of the Sailors Lifted Her Into
Wolf Larsen's Downstretched Arms,
his face was worn and haggard._ I
waved my hand to him, and he an.
swered the greeting, but with a wave
that was hopeless and despairing. It
was as if he were saying farewelL It
did not see into the eyes of Leach,
for he was looking at Wolf Larsen. the
old and implacable snarl of hatred
strong as ever on his face.
(TO BE 'CONTINUED.)
BEWARE THE POPULAR MAN
"Good Fellow" Makes the Worst Kind
of Husband, According to
Sophisticated Widow.
• sophisticated widow, airing bet
views in a New York paper. declares
that the good fellow, the clubable man,
makes the very worst kind of bueband.
The type of man who is loved by men,
chiefly for his genial faults, is a terror
to live with, says this lady, who is
credited with considerable experience.
Such a man is quite incapable of
self-study and of self-criticism; he
knows the men like him and he can't
think why his wife doesn't. The man
who is popular with men, says this
lady, never gets on, either in business
or anything else. He takes pride in
being a good spender and he cultivates
the art of generously spending, to the
detriment of the art of making. The
wife of such a man is forever anxious
about financial matters, usually neg-
lected, invariably unhappy. And the
men are aluays so sorry for him, be
ing tied to such a fussy wife.
Having Fun With the Bread Cards.
German humorists have found excei
lent material in cartooning the bread
cards. 'Give me your bread card or
your life!" was popular. Ferocious
bandits were pictured as relinquishing
fortunes in gold and jewels in male:
to steal bread cards; cautious heada
of families were depicted as mount:
ing guard at night over the safe le
which reposed the family tickets. Din
ner invitations. instead of -R. S. V.
P.," bore the legend, "Please bring
your own bread."-From "Is Germany
Hungry!" in the Saturday Evening
Post,
Long Life in Rural France.
h remarkable record of longevity IS
to be found in some of the rural par
ishes of France. In the village of se
Thomas de la Fliche there have' been
only fourteen parish priests in 300
years. The parish of St. Germain du
Val. in Paris, has had only three pas-
tor* in 100 years. vbile that of Givrp
en Argonne has had but bye in 13G
years.
Between Friends.
-Say. old chap. you're a good friend
of mine, aren't you?"
."Sure. And you're a good friend or
mine, aren't you?"
"Sure. And, say, I want to iborroS
ten dollars."
-Quiet. Major. quiet. Listen. $e
do I. and if you can find anybody wilt
a few bucks to spare, let. me kjtow
will you."-Judge.
.elow Light Affects The Eye.
in- dim light (be conditions oh
daylight tie notnerdy Sr
fat iii--tre-ortsTtotownrit-,- -tn- tfee-
hio 'Humiliation the *yr becomes ment-
or less color-blind anitie highly insen-
sitive to red. which appears dna
black. whereat, green and blest object
asipeat as uncanny gray.
TASK IS A HARD ONE
Republican Hope of Succeit Nat
Too Apparent.
Noise leaeing Mad* in an Effort to
Show Party Harmony, but Other
Indications Ars Ominous of
Defeat
The alight ripple tf approval and
satisfaction *bleb agitator! Republican
circles InimedIntely Mien -log the nom-
ination of Metes and Fairtninka
pears to base failed tat) a remnatte
degree of placidity. The DetoocrutIC
csnavesitiou tasinahated its work and
presented clearly until untilletakably
the issues arid the record upon which
It Invites u Lrenewal of the cuuntry's
ctilj tidence.
The aspect of Republican unity that
has been premented by the collumui of
the Progretielve party lots not served
to instill overconfidence 14 Repuldl-
can ranks. The leaders who are in
touch with public affairs know that the
triangular conteet of 1912 affords no
basis upeti which to estimate this
year's prialabilltiee. They know that
isisL-etteireit--444fettent--iteffeentatie
party that they will have to face this
year, nen that new and untieunded
probleme are uppermost in the Minds
of the people.
There is is degree of noise that indi-
cates Republieun harmony and even
enthusinsin in certain quarters, but
there is also an impreesive and omi-
nous ellenee in Republictin states
which Indicates that the Republicans
who used to Mout are now ponibiring
the situation and doing some thinking,
Argument Lacks Effectiveness,,
?tow much stress either Mr. Hughes
or his party will endeavor to lay on the
"tariff plank" of the Chicago platform
is one of' the interesting eroblems of
the crinipaigie That plank was insert-
ed for a sufficiently obvious reason-
to try to dull the argument of good
business, not only during a Democratic
administration but after a downward
revision of the tariff. This is done by
the explanation that, "but for the ad-
ventitibus conditions created by. the
war," the tariff of October, 1913,
-would long since have paralyzed all
forms of American industry and de-
prayed American labor of Its just re-
ward." 1Vhether the people at large
can be convinced by insistence on what
might have happened but did not, is at
least doubtful; the argument has not
even the political effectiveness of the
older Republican argument that, al-
though the tariff reduction of 1894
was made 12 months after the -panic
of 1893, nevertheless the panic was
caused by the tariff act. That par-
ticular plank, absurd as It was in the
eyes of serious people, served some-
thing of Its purpose, for the reason
that, when it was constructed, there
had at any rate been recently wit-
nessed both tariff reduction and bard
times. The trouble with the present
plank is that we have had both tariff
reduction and good business.
Platform Rhetoric.
The Nxigencies of Republican plat-
.form. rhetoric require that the Demo-
cratic party be viewed sometimes as a
single entity operating for evil, some-
times as a conglomeration of indivi-
duals of whom a few are not so bad
as the rest. If a thing has been done
In the course of the last three years
of which the Republican party hear-
tily disapproves-and that Is true of
most of the things that have happened
lathe tait-three yeare.--Ithen It is the
Democratic administration that is re-
sponeible. But if here or there the
Interei& Tsf-The Wei-Nave been Welt
served. as In the refusal by congress
to "abandon" the Philippinee, the mer-
it belongs to the Republicans in con-
gress. "aided by n few patriotic Demo-
crats." Presumably, it is only because
of a freak of nature that these few
pntriots happen to he Democrats in-
stead of falling under the biological
law which makes patriots and Repub-
Ileans synonymous. But a political
platform is not the place for philoso-
phic subtleties, and this meet be the
reason why the platform-makers at
Chimp) did not take up the highly
difficult question whether the action In
congress on the right of Americans to
travel on armed merchnntment e-as
upheld by the Republienns with the
aid of patriotic Democrats, or by the
Democratic administration eith the
aid of patriotic Ilepiblicans.
Can the Goods Be Delivered?
The statement by John M. Parker
of Lonielnna, Bull Menge candidate for
vice president, that he never was a
Republican, and that if the Protrea-
sives die he must return to the Dem-
erratic wirrty, describes. the political
status of a great ninny voters who
supported Mr. Roosevelt four years
n ' Mr. Perkins, Mr. Flinn and' a
es of/tele old.11ne Republicans- *Sere
pretty sure to mint- for Mr. Hughes,
but it is ,going to he hard work to do
liyyr_libe rest of the party.
Party's Record Good Enough.
The .suegestion was made at St.
Louie that the Democratic platform
should he made l'snificietitly
Qty.', to attract the membera, of 'the
nisruptert Primly:meter party-,"-- -f-f -taf
ssenereette-ve- -Inefeltitiett
complIshed Meter the Wilson natidn-
betratlen ig'' not eneaclog enough. to'
-win --the- frever et the. -Mb-red Proems--
'Ares It is not likely anything
written into is illatform could do It.
not Orr* the Ten Crimmindinehts'or
bovieentron 01 Independence.'
.601Lear_orniZrol- ."-sr•-•-•4141'7".44.314.1r1"""42111 "
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NEAT FLA-SHES,-
DIZZY, NERVOUS
Mrs. Wynn Tells, How Lydia
F.. Pinkham's egetable
Compound Helped Her
During Change of Life.
RI,'Imond, Vs. - "After Lathan
seven bottles of Lydia E. Pinkhanee
Vegetable Com..
pound I feel like a
new woraiTe a;
ways hada 
ad 
during h•
of Life and wi tliE
t 
tri.obled with odor
bad, feelings gegba.
mon at that dat•••••
dizzy spells, nervous
feelings and best
flashes. Now lam
in better health
than I ever was and recommend your
remedies to all my friends. " - rs. Lima
Wrio4, 2812 E. 0 Street, Richmond,Va.
While Change of Life is a host crit-
ical period of a woman's existence, the
annoying symptoms which accompany
It may be controlled, and normal health
restored by the time 'y use of Lydia iro-
Finthlivnen's Vegetchlit CentipeweiL
Such warning symptoms are a sons*
of suffocation, hut flashes, headaches,
backaches, dread of impending evil,
timidity, sounds in the ears, palpitation
of the heart, sparks before the eyes,
irregularities, constipation, variable ap-
petite, Weakness ar)1 inquietude, and
dizziness.
For these abnormal conditions do ow
tail to take Lydia E. Pinkhani'll
table Compound.
1111111 QUALITY SEVIN SAM,
NOT SOLO HON An elan 11141111-
91r ' fres booklet "Points io'becenslaitrefliefene
vs., t•,:ng • Sewing Stsaine.- Learn the facts.
THE NEW HOME SEWING IAACHINECO.,ORANGE,MABIL
• Sounded Ominous.
"Ile Insists that he- hi not worthy of
me."
"I don't like the sound of that. Bet-
ter look up his financial rating again,
girlie."-LoulsOne COuder-Journal.
COVETED BY ALL
but possessed by few-a beautiful
head of hair. If yours is streaked with
gray, or Is harsh and stiff, you can re-
store it to its former beauty and Ins-
ter by using "La Creole" Hair Dress-
Inc Price $1.00.-Adv.
Change of Scene.
"Your condition is very serious,"
said the doctor; "very serious indeed.
What yOIrtleettis an entire change of
scene."
The patient seemed puzzled. "But,
doctor-" he begun.
"There's no but about It," insisted
.he physician. "A complete change of
scene Is the only thing that will cure
you. By the way, ehat Is your occu-
pation?"
"I'm a scene shifter."-New York
Globe.
Up-to-Date.
Captain Sparks had just been placed
in charge of the country fire station
and looked a very important person-
age as lie conducted a visitor round
the premises. This, notwithstanding
the fact that the engine resembled
-nothing so much es a street roast po-
tato oven joined to a village pump,
and other uncanny-looking appliances
which were neither useful nor orna-
mental.
The vieltor was duly impressed, but
one thing puzzled him.
"Why," he said, "you don't seem to
have either a telegraph or telephone
installation In the village. Hoot do
you summon your men when a fire
breaks out?'
The captain was
sion.
"Oh, that's simple enough." he re-
plied. "We sends 'em all a postcard."
-London Tit-Bits.
equal to the 
The Fine
Flavor—
the delicate taste cr. malted
barley blended with ti
sweets of whole wheat—
is sufficient reason in itself
for the wonderful pokular.
ity of
Grape-Nuts
FOOD
But it is more than de-
licious—it is the finest
kind of concentrated nour-
ishment to thoroughly sus-
tain body and brain tissue
—a food that benefits
users remarkably.
A short trial- prcrAts
_ There's a Reason"
Sold Isy Cirocaii-switrywhere.
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NIFILSON'S MEXICAN VIEWS.
'Speaking to a convention of
salesmen Monday in Detroit,
rich.. President Wilson said in
last:
"We desire permanent peace;
Verrearient peace can grow only
U l one soil. That is the soli of
-actual good will, and good will
4.mm not come without mutual
.4eologirehension.
-I hear some gentlemen say
-mat they want to help Mexico,
-Alai the way they propose to
-Ado her is to overwhelm her
midi force.
• -That is the long way and the
"isreorg way. Because, after the
-11111sehtieg you have a nation MI
Aat jostified suspicion and animat-
owil by well founded hostility and
tred, and then will you help
Ahem? Then will you establish
essirdial business relationships
'with them? Then will you go in
vas neighbors and enjoy their eon-
Aimee? On the contrary, you
will have shut every door as if
were of steel. _
'What makes Mexico suspic--
leans of us is that she does not
'believe aa yet that we want to
serve her. And she has jostifl-
.--eon for the belief in the way
which some of our fellow cit-
Awn have-tried to exploit her
italvileges and possessions. For
way part, I will not serve the am-
t bitions of these gentlemen, but
try to serve all America so
•-Alm as intercourse with Mexico
illoneuuserned, by trying to serve
Mexico herself."
-The president insisted, how-
Awe:, -upon the absolute right of
lire United States to defend her
border. but as to going farther,
Waked his position by a refer-
-seam to the Virginia bill of rights.
'The bill says that a people
aisle a right to do anything they
slaisse with their own country
And their own government," he
. "I am going to stand by
Abet belief. That is for the ben-
41i those gentlemen who want
.1• t in."
The *resident, however, made,
it plain that the border and Am-
erican industries in Mexicol
mould be protected at all hazard.
River Hills.
-Miss Chadwick, daughter of
Lee Chadwick, was married the
imot week to the young son of
Jim Hale. •
Mrs. Bruce Morgan and Miss
Calhoon were also married short
'time ago.
Will Evans thinks they will
•zeoecript his only boy to go to
the Mexican border, yet he is
custy seven days old.
•--Ne sickness or deaths at this
writing, except that Mrs. Daisy
}vans is suffering of a nervous
sealable.
The Russell Chapel school be-
gan the 3rd with a good attend-
cope are needing rain very
_much at this writing.
Mr. R. B. Parker and family,
•-af near Cherry, came down on
311ood river last week fishing.
He bruught a tent ancf all nen-
easities for a gcod time. Bola
was raised on the river. -Your
'Trick Ezra.
See McEirath's car bargain
--muter for Friday and Saturday.
WHAT CATARRH IS
AFTER TEN YEARS COUPLE ARE
PARENTS OF NINETEEN SONS
Corning, Ark., July 10. -Frank
Scott and wife, of Kensett, have
been married ten years. Nine-
teen boys have been burn to the
couple, all living with the excep•
tion of six, who died at birth.
Of the thirteen living there are
three sets of triplets and two
sets of twins. The parents have
been partial to the letter A in
naming them. Ashbell, Archer
and Austin are 44 years old; Ar-
thur and Arnold 34; Allen, Al-
mond and Alben 21; Alfred, Al-
bion and Adolph 18 month. a
Abel and Abner 6 monts old.
Units ef the Armoric** Army.
During these times of war
while the public is reading miles
and miles of columns of war
news, both Mexican and Euro-
pean, we wager that there is not
one person out of a hundred of
the general run of readers who
knows what the various terms
mean as to bodies of men in the
armies. Therefore we publish
below some information that
will be of value just at this time.
Infantry.-A squad is eight
men under the command of a
corporal.
A section is 16 men under the
command of a sergeant.
A platoon is from 50 to 75 men
under a lieutenant.
A company is three platoons,
200 to 250 men, under:a captain.
A battalion is four or more
companies under a major.
A regiment is three or more
battalions under a colonel or a
lieutenant colonel.
A brigade is two or three reg-
iments under a brigadier gener-
al.
A division is two or more bri-
gades under a major general.
An army corps is two or more
brigades supplemented by caval-
ry, artilery, engineers, etc., un-
der a major general or lieuten-
ant general.
Cavalry.-A section is eight
men under a corporal.
A platoon is 36 to 40 men un•
der a lieutenant or junior cap-
tain.
A troop is three to four pla-
toons, 125 to 150 men under a
captain.
A squadron is three troops un-
der a senior captain or a major.
A regiment is four to six
squadrons under a colonel.
A brigade is three regiments
under a brigadier general.
A division is two or three bri-
gades under a major general.
Artillery. -A battery is 130 to
180 men, with four to six guns
under a captain.
A group or battalion is three
to four batteries under a major.
A regiment is three or four
battalions under a colonel.
Coldwater Happeniegs.
Mrs. Bettie Christenberry is
very low at this writing.
I Arthur Zeh, of Paducah, visit-ed home folks this week.
1, Miss Dona Turner spent last
week with Miss Robbie Mayfield
near Murray.
Mrs. Liza Pea is quite sict at
. this iirtitiag.
  Miss Vera Woods, of Graves
county, visited her uncle, Walter
• Cook, the past week.
It las been said that every tiiiul Mr. Carl Turner began school"person has catarrh in some form. at Salem last Monduy week -with:Science has shown that nasal catarrh good attendance.ISIS indicates a general A eakness .
Mrs. Rebie Cook and Miss VeraAI tbe body; and local treatments in 1
- Vise form of snuffs and vapors do little- i Woods visited Mrs. Willie Sled4,:_i_lorwzood, ' -- - --- - - - - --Igear Hardin, last week.711, correct catarrh you should treat its 1
protracted meeting hegira-Ammo by enriching vont blood with tie---The mo• ____,..edlisod inmScott's Itniulsion which is a at-Week Fork the third Sunday.•egiso6einal FOod and a building-tonic, tree
Itley Ford rind wife ' visited. sleormisicohol of any harmful drugs. Try it. i
cl, Mott a 'owe*. aidonifield. N . J. I Tobe Turner Sunday. -Butterfly.
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ROADS
MILEAGE OF CONCRETE ROADS
Growth In Popularity tndlcatad by
Rapid Increase In Recent Years
In United States.
The mileage of concrete pavements
In the United Rtates has tncreased
rapidly, and it is likely to cant
tO increase, according to a new bulls.
tin of 'he United States department
of agrieulture. • This balletin giv
the estimated amount of concrete
pavement in the United Stat.* in 1914
as 19,200,000 square yards: In 1909 it
was only 364,000 square yards.
The principal advantage of concrete
pavements which have led to this In-
crease in popularity are said to be:
I. Durability under ordinary traffic
conditions.
2 A smooth, even surface offering
little resistance.
3. Absence of dust and ease with
which it may be cleaned.
4. l'omparatively small cost of
maintenance until renewals are nee's-
nem
1. Availability as a base for another
type of surface If desirable.
6. Attractive appearance
In commenting upon these &dean-
tages the bulletin states that the dur-
ability of concrete roads has not yet
been proved by actual practtce, be-
cause there are no very old pave-
ments as yet in existence, but from
the condition of those which have un-
dergone several years' service It
seems probable that they will be
found to-wear welk
The disadvantage' Of Oonerete-
• road surface are:
I. Its noise' under horse traffic.
-2. The wearing of the necessary
joints in the pavement, and the tend-
ency to crack, with its consequent
rapid deterioration.
3. The difficulty of repairs when
these become necessary.
In the past efforts have frequently
been made to overcome these objec-
tions to a certain degree by covering
the concrete pavement with a bitumi-
nous wearing surface. At the present
time, the specialists in the department
hold that this cannot be economieSily
• I
.4.°7•6.
New Jersey State Road, Bituminous
Macadam.
justified, although it is possible that
future investigation may change the
situation in this respect. In the pres-
ent state of road science, however, it
seems that where traffic conditions
are such that a bituminous surface
on a concrete road is practicable a
bituminous-surrace macadam road
would be equally practicable and cer-
tainly cheaper. Where traffic is too
heavy for macadam road the bitu-
minous surface is likely to give way
and the uneven manner in which it
fails tends to produce excessive wear
on portions of the concrete.
For a successful concrete road, hard-
ness, toughness and uniformity are
the most essential qualities. These
can be secured to a great extent by
care in the selection of the constitu-
ent materials and the proportions in
which they are mixed. Sat pie speci-
fications are included in the bulletin,
No. 249, "Portland Cement Concrete
Pavements for country Roads"
These specifications are believed to
typify the best engineering practice
as it has been developed up to this
time. They cover such points as ma-
terials, grading, subgrade and coo
struction.
Good Roads Appreciated.
•
MAKING MONEY
in a hurrah is what you'll be doing by
reading these lines and then hurrying
around to our store and picking up some  
or all of these bargains
Beginning with FRIDAY MORNING, next, and
for MONEY IN HAND, "not otherwise," we offer
the following seasonable goods.
754 2-yard-wide Bleachqd Table Damask, at - 48c
$1.25 Noveltr_Window Curtains, completeLwitli.pole,„st - - 95c
25c Awning Striped Skirting for ▪ . . 19c
▪ 39c
MO 53c
90c and $1.00 quality at a• Is i• 4B a" RE 65c
$2 per yard, 45-inch, extra fine Flouncing, heavy elaborate work, $1.25
Above Flouncing sold in 5-yard lengths only.
40c, 27-inch fine Flouncing at only
50e, 174116—fine Hamburg at
_10c Hamburg Edge, 5 1-2 inches wide -
Heavy, all-linen Lace, 11.2 to 3 inches wide, at -
Pk fast color Dress Ginghams, at - '8c
50c, 45-Inch Fine Flouncing, now at only
75c quality in the same goods for
•
a
•
27c
35c
- Se
Yard-wide fine Bleached Domestic, better than Hope - - • 8c
This goods is in short lengths, 13 to 26 yds. and sold by whole pieces only.
2:5c, 34-inch Fancy Stripe Palm Beach Dress Goods, at - - 19c
12 1-2c Pant Cottonade, the exact thing for men's and boys' pants 10c
--Lot women's fine Slipperivftfria stock and not up-to-date, all
2 1-2 to 3 1-2 sizes, prices range from $2.00 to $3.50, your choice, 75c - I
Sc- 
Other good things not told-about. It's up to you
to investigate. Yours for Hot Weather Bargains.
Pearl Buttons, 2 dozen for
Lot Lathe's Cut Snits, "all prices $8.541 to WO, at jot ONE-HALF PRICE.
RYAN & SONS COMPANY
• INCORPORATED
•
Ice for sale at R. R. Roberts,
Saturday's.
Good, clean, honest merchan-
dise our motto,-Bucy Bros.
Mom and time saved by hav-
ing your blacksmithing done at
Harris Grove.-E. E. Smith. *
Get my special bargain coun-
ter prices for Friday and Satur-
day.-W. W. McElrath.
-Snow Drift lard, sugar, fruit
jars and many other things will
be found at McElrath's bargain
counter Friday and Saturday.
Have Firestone carriage tires
applied before your wheels are
ruined. Pric,es are right.-E. E.
Comma; 1. Mastered la.
Company L. K. N. G. was
mustered into federal service
the first of the week but just
what percentage of the members
will be rejected on account of
physical unfitness is not known
at this time. This examination
will be made the last of the
week or the first of next. But
little information is obtainable
regarding the local company, r"+"t44t4A+R+81+at+it+st+lit+at
OC)OCDOC:>OC>OC>DC)OCD.
DR. B. S. KEYS 04.1tICIAID 11113
Drs. Keys & Keys
Physiciaas sad Sarreeas
Office: First Nation-
al Bank Building
Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
*C-27.C:).C>.C>OCASC.>•CZAS
'folks express themselves as
but the boys in writing to home ; P A. HART
ing delighted with the camp and Physician and SurAeon
say that they are being well I 
cared for in every respect. It
'Smith, Harris Grove. lis believed that the Kentucky - 
Special Attention
to Diseases of
g dMcCormick mowers and rakes; icontingent will be sent to the EYE, EAR, NOSE aa THROAT
parts and repairs of every kind Mexican border within the next I Eyes Tested. Glasses Fitted ;for both McCormick and Deer- !two weeks.
ing mowers.-Sexton Bros. 6292 It is agreed that the possibili-
X
Murray, Kestec.ky
Both Phones X'Motor cars," said Mr. Chugging, ty of a war with Mexico is veryScientific horse-ahoeing; defec- 
()Mee Hours:-have done more than anything else !remote at this time, but it isto make people appreciate good tive feet and traveling given es-
conceded upon every hand that 
9 12 a. tn. 1 to 4 p. m.roads." pedal attention.-E. E. Smith, isareresseetess~stamasffiemefitmet"But your machine is constantly
breaking down, regardless of the
reed."
'Yes. Ilut it's a great comfort not
to have to climb around lb a mud.
hole while I am fixing it."
Farmer Saves Hie Horses.
• In considering roads, remember that
no town looks so good to the farmer
that he will kill his horse to get there.,
Improve Rural Conditions.
Good roads will improve every con-
' dition of rural life: and they trill
Harria,Grove. 6294*
If you would like to have your
friends picture, have some made
yourself and exchange with
them. Always have them made
at Myers Studio. •
Notice.-All parties holding
election seals and keys please
brirg them in at once.-H. C.
I Broach, C. C.C. C. 7132
co was sold here Thursday* on
the loose leaf Moor. Lugs brought
an average of $7 and leaf an av-
,residence, the closer it brings hre farm —Mrs. M. H. Ja , of Cadiz, 
erage of $10. The highest prce
, the national guards will be giv-
en several months actual service
on the border.
Ryan & Sons Co. make Tiler.
tion of bargains in seasonable,
merchandise at their store. Al-i
way's something doing wheni•
Ryan puts the knife to prices.:
Read their advertisement and
be convinced.
cost you no more than poor roads-are ere will be an ice cream sup- About 15,000 pounds of tobac
costing you now.
Increases Farm Value.
The better the roads to a farmeeei
atTived here the latter t art of paid for leaf "3 4'11125.
to town, thereby inereasing the value-
It might as well be on an Island
•1
Th
per at Freelands Mill Saturday
night, Ju'y 15. Everybody in-
vited to be present.
1
---- 
Don't forget that Friday and'
Saturday will be bargain da s tY aMcEiraths.
Paris green, trisenate of lead,
tobacco sprays, at Sex tors Bros.
USTANC
For Sprains, Lamenes
Sores, Cuts, Rheumac
Penetrates and Ile, . I
ttops Pain At Ole s IFiafr. Man arid Beast25e. 50c. $1. At All DealOf ,the farm. • • t.;the past week to be the guest of McElrath is calling your attere:-
  •
Isolated Town, her daughter, Mrs. Edwin Wil- tion to his bargain 'taunter forIt the roads around a town are bad. kerson. for sometime. • , Friday ane. SaturdtiYo- • .
-
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Eggs 17c Saturday at Bucy
Brothers.
&rely Bros. have just received
a large line of pocket cutlery.
Bargains bill be found at Mc-
Elraths Friday and Saturday.
Steel tires set the right way
right now; $150 per set.-E. E.
Smith, Harris Grove.
Fruit jars will be sold at the
• cheapest on McElrath's bargain
• counter Friday and Saturday.
Miss Virginia Wilson, of May-
field, is in the city the guest of
her cousin, Mies Virginia Gil-
bert.
Miss Correne Sledd has re-
turned from Franklin, Tenn.,
wbere she has been visiting Miss
Emily Beasley.
Mrit.71`. it:- Rowlett left the
past week for a visit to her dau-
ghter near Louisville, Ky. She
will be absent some time.
Misses Marion Clendenin, and
Marguerite Winter, of Cairo,
are in the city the guests of
Mrs. E. L. Singleton.
Yewell Williams and wife
spent several days of the pest
week in Paducah, guests 011-1111
brother, Ziba Willians, and wife.
Mr. and Mn, _Clifford Melu-
gin celebrated their 5th wed-
ding anniversary Sunday. Sev-
eral intimate friends were en-
tertained at lunch.
Mrs. J. C. Armstrong and WU
Clara Cochran, of Jackson, Tenn.
arrived the first of the week to
spend several days the guests Of
Mrs. Clifford Melugin, on West•
Price street
Wadlington & Co. are again
making special mention of bar-
gains at their store through the
columns of the Ledger this week.
It always pays to read the Wad-
lington advertisements. - -
Galen-Scott, who lair:Week
cut Dumas Scott, keeper of the
poor farm, with a knife, was
adjudged of unsound mind and
ordered to the Western Kentuc-
ky Asylum, Hopkinsville, the
past week.
The Ledger was in error last
week in its report of the fire
which occurred last Thursday.
Instead of the Harris hogshead
mill being burned it was the ne-
gro hotel building just west of
the Harris mill.
Miss Jennie Palmer, of Mar-
tin, Tenn., who has been visit-
ing her cousins, Mesdames Chas.
Barton and Kit Redden, left Fri-
day for Nashville, where she
will join a party of friends for a
trip north mad east.
Dr. Will Mason left the latter
part of the past week for Battle
Creek, Mich., where he accom-
panied Mr. Dug Curd, of Big
Sandy. Tenn., who will remain
there for some time in the Bat-
tle Creek Sanitarium. Dr. Ma-
son will be home the first of
next wee k.
Bailey Pitt, Nat Stubblefield,
Herman Broach a n d Robert
Breach left Murray Wednesday
for Paducah where they will
• board an excursion steamer for
a trip to Waterloo, Ala. They
will be absent for some several
days. The trip was made froth
Murray t o Paducah i n Mr.
Broach's car.
When Co. L., National Guards
left Murray the ranks of the
young men of the city were al-
• most depleted, but the exodus
for the next several days will
make farther inroads. Felix
Holt left the first of the week
for Chicago where be will study
art; ,Bradley Holt will leave
within a few days for Gary.
Ind., to accept employment; Joe
• Baker, Charley Waterfield and
Jack Farmer leave for Detroit,
• Mich., to accept employment in
' the Ford factories; Lamer Far-
ley will go to Chicago: Graves
Medd to Bartlesville, - Texas;4
Dixie Phillips and Barry Sledd
swill leave Filday for Barberton,
Ohio.
• !ST
• 11. •
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goods at R. R. Roberts. _
•. G. l. Boren visited his parenisi ** An unusual condition of a'.
."••••• °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°° •• a Lexington the put Sunday. I fairs, from
 a political standpoint
Bur7 Bros. want your trade. 
For cash trade; try R. R. Rob-
erts and see if you caul SliVe
money.
D. Hugh McElrath returned
home Monday from a visit te
relatives in Glasgow, Ky.
See McElrath's cash prices for
Friday and Saturday. Snow
Drift lard, sugar, fruit jars, etc.
John R. Smith, of Metropolis,
Ill., is in the 'county the guest
of relatives on-the east alde. -
Stanley Moore, of Cleveland.
Ohio, was in the city the past
week the guest of his uncle, C.
H. Moore, and aunt, Mrs. John
Mills.
Melville Wall, of Chicago, ar-
rived in the city the put week
to spend a few weeks the guest
of his mother, Mrs. J. T. Wall,
on Price street.
•R.-- Aiwa --and WM-Daisy
Young, well known young peo-
ple of the county, were united
In marriage last Saturday, Rev.
Mac Pool offleating.
E. N. Holland, of Coalgate,
Ok., arrived here the latter part
of the past week to spend some
several days the guest of his
parents, E. G. Holland and wife.
. Mrs. E. B. Houston spent Sun•
day in Paducah, where, in Oak
Grove Cemetery, she gave the
opening address of the memorial
exercises and unveiling cere-
monies of Manchester Grove
Woodmen Circle.-Hazel News.
Miss Nora McKeeI, of Padu-
cah, was the guest of her mo-
ther, Mrs. F. H. McKeel, last
Sunday. Mrs. McKeel returned
with her daughter and left Pa-
ducah for Malden, Mo., to visit
her brother for several weeks.
Miss Brooks Radford, of Kirk-
sey, was married last Sunday in
Paducah to Prof. F. L. Phillips,
of Cairo, Ill. Rev. J. M. Story
said the ceremony. The wedding
was a surprise to many friends
of the bride in this county. They
will reside in Cairo.
Mrs, Dona Chapman, wife o
Rufe Chapman, died at her home
two and one-half miles north of
Kirksey of cancer. She was a
loving mother and a kind com-
panion. She leaves a husband
with three children and a host
of friends to mourn her death.
Her remains were laid to rest in
the old family graveyard near
Wyatt's school house.-Mayfield
Times.
Rev. T. B. Thompson, of Mur-
ray, who is engaged in a revival
at the Church of Christ, has
been an appreciated visitor at
the News office this week at dif-
ferent times. Bro. Thompson
is an editor himself and of
course a mighty nice, clever gen-
tleman. His paper is "Light
and Liberty" and every mem-
ber of his church at Bardwell
ought to subscribe for it-Bard-
well News.
A. Downs, former postmaster
at Murray, but now a gentleman
of leisure, was here Monday in
the interest of Prentice Thomas.
Mr. Downs was attempting to
console W. S. Griffith and Gabe
Kinney, the prohibitionists of
our town, by telling them that
Hughes and Fairbanks would
win in November, but he never
made them believe his dope.-
Benton Tribune-Democrat.
At the clay shed last Saturday
evening at 8 o'clock in the pres-
ence of a few friends, Mr. Ben
H. Patterson and Miss Lucy Bau-
corn were united in matrimony
by Rev. T. H. Davis, pastor of
the Methodist church. We wish
for them a most happy life while
on the matrimonial sea. Mr.
Patterson is one of Hazel's
young men with a big heart in
him and we bespeak for him
great success in life. Miss Bau.
corn is the beautiful young dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Baucom, one of the prosperous
tiSmerchan of Hazel. She will
makellar him a helpmate indeed
and we wish for them happiness
and long life.-Hazel News. - •
-•••••••--.•
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ts itself in the resent Last Call on Summer Woolens, Wash 3
race fnor the nomination con-
gress on the republican ticket. 
the 
g
In fact, only candidates who vg
will offer themselves for public I*  awns, Voiles, Silks and Footwear
office in the coming August pri-
mary election will be republi-,*
• cans, and only two of these, who I 
are candidates for congress.
Hon. G. P. Thomas, of Cadiz, Vg
rid Hon. Thos. Hszelip, of Pa-
ducah, are the aspirants for the
em Boer. of honor.  -these
gentlemen were in Calloway
county during the past week
speaking in the interest of their
candidacies, and as a result of
their coming considerable inter-
est has been aroused among the
republicans of the county. Mr.
Thomas delivered several ad-I
dresses in the bounty last Wed-
nesday and Thursday and was
followed by Mr. Harelip who
was here Friday. Each candi-
date has his following and the
result will be one that democrats
even will watch with a consider-
able degree of pleasure.
Buy your sugar, Snow Drift
lard, etc., from McElrath Friday
and Saturday.
Miss Amanda Lynch, who
made her home with her sister,
Mrs. John Sanders, near Kirk-
sey, died Monday of appoplexy.
She was 61 years of age and had
many friends.
An unprecedented rise of the
Tennessee river for the time of
year has damaged hundreds of
acres of corn in the bottoms
along the river. The rise re-
sulted from the heavy rains in
Tennessee and Alabama.
A meeting was commenced at
the Baptist church last Sunday
which will continue for ten days
or two weeks. Rev. Cloar, of
Louisville,-is doing the preach-
ing. Services are being held
afternoon and night.
Sam Schroeder, who re- 1
sidedi_eaat of Almo, died last;
Sunday at the advanced age of
about 70 years. She was a well
known woman and is survived
by a number of relatives. The
burial was in the Peeler grave
yard.
Pat McRee, son of Dr. A. V.
McRee, was run down last Mon-
day while riding a bycicle by an
automobile driven by Charley
Waterfield. The accident occur-
red near the home of J. Y. Mills.
Young McRee received very pain-
ful injuries, the flesh below the
knee of one leg was almost en-
tirely stripped from the mem-
ber, while the wheel he was rid-
ing was demolished.
Was. Huie died Monday
morning at the home of his dau-
ghter, Mrs. Gus Nix, of this
city, after a brief illness of ur-
emic poison. Mr. Huie was
about 75 years of age and one of
the best known citizens of the
county. He had been a resident
of this place for some time and
during the time made many
friends. He is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Nix, Mrs. Fay-
ette Collie and Miss Lucy Huie,
and one on, Will Huie.
ginum-
ber of state papers are giving "k
Tht Ledger noticealthat a  2
Capt. Clark, of Co. L, K. N, G.,
credit fcr its organization, even ak
lkig
stating that the task was done :lei
in five days. Company L has lik
been in existence for over three
years. The Le-'ger has confi-
dence in the ability of Captain g
Clark as an officer, but believes Ilk
in credit being given _to_ whom I
credit is due. Lieut. N.G.Hale, '
assisted by his subordinate offi-
cers, are responsible for the or-; lk
ganization being 5nustered to' g
war strength and this was done! ilk
ed to the command of the com-. 'k
before Capt. Clark Was appoint-! 
pany. Lieut. Hale was the com-it 
mariding; officer for about (mei
year, and when the call was is-1 1:1
sued by the president or the ilk
guards to mobile on a war foot-1 t
ing he at once began to muster
his company- to the requited u,
In a very few days we will be receiving our fall goods in alt depart-
ments. You know it is our policy to never carry anything over to the next
season. We had rather take our loss now than to carry it over and then re-
duce the price. Again, we are going to need the room for fall goods. For the
rest of July we are going to make a fight, NOT FOR PROFITS, but to rid oilr 
shelves of all summer goods. If you have been waiting for the cheap prices Wi
you need not wait any longer, for these prices will not be any lower than now, NI
and you know when we CUT OUR PRICES no house will meet them on the 41
same goods. :
Wool Dress Goods.
All 50c Wool Serge., Poplins 1 Cc
and Suiting. go this month at.. JO
All $1 Serge.. Poplins, Gaber-
dines and Suiting. go at only... I 7L
All $1.50 retailers will be $1 .19
closed at cinly 
atAonlliy$1.75 numbers will go $1.39
It will pay you to buy your Woolens
now for your fall needs. No blacks or
blues to go at these prices.
Palm Beach Suiting:.
Do you need a nice shirt or nice cool
suit to finish the season with? You can
not find anything half so nice as  these
- at the price.
38-inch 50c Palm Beach to 19
close at only ° _ _ _ J
All $1 Palm Battings will go
at only ,  -....-... I 7‘.
Mid-Summer Wash Goods.
Here we take them clean as we go.
Just take a peep at these prices.
Best 10c Lawns in solidi, stripes, 01,
florals, or small designs, at only.
Best 12ic Lawns in all designs, ,oc
will go in this July sale at only... I
Best 15c Lawns and Voiles, in 12call designs, will go at only 
Best 25c figured Voiles and in,
Batista. to go at only  171w
All 50e summer Wash Goods ln,
in any fabric, will go at only  J7L
We have a small lot of Lawns brought
from last season, 10c quality all
go at 
Our stock in the above goods is today
complete. however we advise you to
come early if you want the best. You
know they always go FIRST.
Silks and Crepe DeChines.
Well, just look at these prices. They
MUST go QUICKLY.
$1.25, 36-inch Taffeta Silk, An
01 ANto clean out quickly at only..
$1.25 Crepe DeChine in good e 1 nA
line of colors, all go at only .. .11U
All $1.50 Silks and Crepe De $1.29Chines will go at only 
Full 36-inch, 75c stripe Eponge ca,
  YOU should see these, at only.... APIFL
Full 36-inch, 50c Silk Shirting,,in,
to clean out at only  07‘
$1.50 Belding guaranteed Sa-
tin, to go at only  01.L7
36-inch, 50c underwear Crepe,
good line colors at only  J7t.,
One lot of colored Silks and Crepes,
50c values brought from last season,
good line colors, to close out at only
HALF PRICE.
Pumps and Oxfords.
For ladies and children at reduced
prices. Here you can buy nice new
Pumps and Oxfords in many cases
cheaper than we can buy them today
ourselves. (Nothing off on white goods
or rubber goods)
$2.50 Pumps
3.00 Pumps
3.50 Pumps
4.00 Pumps
4.50 Pumps
5.00 Pumps
and Oxfords $2-19.
and Oxfords 2.49.
and Oxfords 2.89.
and Oxfords 3.00.
and Oxfords 3.79.
and Oxfords 3.98.
In Children's Pumps and Oxfords-
$1.50 numbers go at only $1.29.
1.75 numbers go at only 1.49.
2.00 numbers go at only 1.75.
2.50 numbers-goat en17-17911.-
Xtra Special for the Sale;
Best 10c Bleach Domestic (10
yard limit) 5 yards for  4 I L
10 yards 3 4 Brown Domestic 47c
(10 yard limit) 
10 to 12ic Dress Gingham  8hc.
36-inch Percales  9c.
Best 10c Shirting, fast colors   Sec.
One broken lot men's Dress Shirts.
 We are discontinuing this line. 35c
$1.00 values 
Large size 10e box Hairpins, ik
• 2 boxes for 
Best 5c Pearl Buttons, assort-
ed sizes, special, 4 cards for  04.
50c Children's Gingham Dresses 35c.
$2.00 American Lady Corsets, $1.69.
2 50 American Lady Corsets, 1.89.
3.00 American Lady Corsets, 1.98.
$1.00 Corset Cover  79c.
50c Brassiere  39c.
$1.00 Brassiere.  79c.
5 to 10c Embroideries  Sc.
10 to 12ic Embroideries  71e.
20 and 25c Embroicieries...-....._12fm.
$2.00 and $2.50 Ladies Pumps
and Oxfords (carried stock) .... 07‘,
$3.00 and up Pumps andirsi.49
Oxfords (carried stock) 
22ic Bed Ticking, special, only.. 20c.
50c Table Linen, good width.... 39c.
75c Table Linen, a beauty : at the
price, special. 59ce
$1.00 Table Linen, full 72-inch.. 79c.
Rug Specials.
$2.25 Rugs, special at:only $1.99.
2.50 Rugs, special at only 119.
3-00 Rugs, special at only 159.
9x12, $8.50 Crex Rug, out wear any
cheap rug on the market, $7.49.
9.12 roam size Rug, $12.50 value,
special, $9.98.
$15.00 room size Rugs, $12.49.
---94T.00-room size Rugak-21L98.
20.00 room size Rugs, 17.49.
Ready-to-Wear.
We have cnly a few coats left from
spring selling and these will go at only
half price. You should see these, noth-
ing newer in the town.
$1.50 White Shirts in Palm Beach or
Gaberdine cloth, at only $1.19.
We have just received 75 new bright
wash Silk Waists. They come in the
plain, embroidered or with the small
stripe collar and cuff..-... We have not
been able to supply the demand for
these waists at $1.00. They will go in
this sale as long as they last at .Qfl
only  07‘
50c Children's School Gingham -)c,
Dresses at only  JOL
$1.00 Gingham Drones at only P7e,..
 II all.
50c Middies at only  39c
$1.00 Middies at only  7*.
NOTICE Right now most everyone is talking more and better livestock. There isnothing that would be quite so much help to our county at this time as
better livestock. We are very mulch worked up over this stock business, and we are go-
ing to ask every boy, girl-ten years or older-man or woman in our county that would •
like to start a Pig Club to just write us a post card telling us your ideas about the breed
of pigs you like best Now listen, we are not going to give everyone a Pig Club, but we
are going to start some Pig Clubs in Calloway county. Do ytiu want us to start it with
you? Then write us a card.
Yours to Lead,
WADLIN"GION & COMPANY
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In WQm4i7s- Realm
Designers That'Are Noted for Originality Have Given Their Atten-
tion to the Bathing Suit. With Results That Need Only to
Be Appreciated—New "Swagger Sticks- Greatly in
Popular Favor Just at This Moment.
At lest the time has romp ahen
regiticitleo. practical swimming suit Is
11*4•144 took. *posse troyoue Alouhts
that It is 114.011.1ble to look pretty 55 Inn
mite-ging from -wormier dip let her
contemplate the picture here. So fur
as her clothes etre concerned, the multi
may be said to have tin a neat bectett•
lug outfit, as full of style as any other
of her ultimatel may be.
The suit pictured is of black and
black-atelovhite stalest patio, and Is
made up of rootny al/eyelet-a of soaped
satin, reaching to the knees and, with
a rather wide frill nt the bottom, stud
a one-piece overdress cut In an easy-
tittiug Princess style. There is a
testy porodbly need n little help or sup-
port. They are 0415110 let giving ft/Whit.
JUIC41 ill ULU arLIALL1111 Idle way
enctiunter on Fifth 11101110 or !Mehl-
Rau boulevard and show further will-
lion Wei to be useful and helpful by
supperting little %amity bags of rib-
bon.
Theee new awegger sticks are made
to match up with street and sports
suits anti hats. And the vanity bag,
enrryttig first alit to beauty, must Ono
carry out the imitating uo in color and
style.
Nome of these sticks nre satin-cov-
ered, but most of them are enameled.
Black and white and emerald and
EQUIPPED FOR THE MORNING SWIM.
pointed panel at the' front of the
bodice provided with buttons in black
and white composition. The button-
holes are let In on both sides. The
bodice is cut with short kimono
sleeves lined with the striped satin,
and a border of it outlines the V-
shaped neck. The skirt is open at the
sides in a slit that is rounded at the
bottom. It is finished with a cord cov-
ered with the plain satin and reaches
a little below the knees.
The stockings are of black silk with
tan stripes in white. and the shoes of
black cloth are finished with white.
When the maid is fully equipped for
her plunge she will don a close-fitting
satin cap of black or black-and-white
antin and it is likely to be provided
with a visor or something in the way
vvitite appear to be best liked, although
other colors have appeared. All white,
with black at the top and point, makes
a beautiful stick, furnished with a
vanity bag of black and white striped
satin- Mahon. A stick of this kind is
shown in the center of the group
above.
At the left of the center there Is a
smart model of white enamel, covered
with emerald green satin and banded
%%Rh black and white. On the left of
It is a black stick alth aline knob and
point. The knob is banded with black.
The stick at the right of the center,
of white enamel, may be carried on the
arm by the hlack-and-white
which is run through a slit In the top.
Next to It a plain black stick has a
white knob and point and coatrives to
•
POPULAR -SWAG'GER STICKS."
got 'a little shade tor the eyes, trifler be most Sedate and businesslike in
W'She niny- wear..' close -cap ot rub- I pearance.
I- 
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THE MURRAY MOLL MURRAY, •
HOWELL IS CHOSEN'
BY PRISON BOARD
SUCCEED J. W. MILLIKEN AS SU-
PERINTENDENT OF HOUSES
OF REFORM.
IS LOCATED At GREENDALE
Further Appointments Will Be Made
at August Meeting of Prison
Commission:-
•
tereetai* aninatiatt Corn-stroadenee.)
Frankfort —Ernest J. Howell, of
OwensOoro, will succeed John W. Mil-
liken as euperintendent of the houses
of reform at Greendale, August 1. Mr.
Howell was elected to the position by
the State Board of Prison Commission-
ers. Mrs. 0, B. Williams, of Owens-
dauehter of the late Alf Taylor•
Tennessee congressman, and niece of
former Gov. Bob Taylor. of Tennessee,
was appointed stenographer at tile in-
stitution. No ether positions were
considered by the board at this meet-
ing, as the terms of the wardens and
other officers and guards at the two
Institutions expire August 30 under-
tile new prison law. Some of them
will be filled at the first meeting in Au-
gust, the terms to be for four years.
Candidates Draw Lots.
Candidates whose names will appear
on the ballot in the August primary
have drawn for position on the ballot.
the Dernoeratic ticket the present
congressmen have no opponents In the
first six districts. Willis Staton, Demo-
crat, of the Tenth Diatrict, is without
opposition. Seventh District, Congress-
man Cantrill, first; R. E. L. Mnrpha,
second. Eighth Dietrict, Congressman
Harvey, firatr senator C. F. ,Montrom-
ery, second. Ninth District, J. W.
Perry-, first; Conrressman J. W. Fields.
second; Senator J. B. Hiles, third; L.
C". Duffy, fourth J. W. Riley, fifth.
Eleventh Distrart,-.I. M. Clay, first; S.
B. Dishman, second. On the Repub-
lican acket the candidates drew the
following positions: tarot District.
'George P. Thomas, first; T. N. Haze-
app. second. Second District, W. N.
Martin, first; T. J. Pentecost, second;
W. P. Fowler, third. Third District,
Toy F. Benton. first; J. Frank Taylor,
second. 'Fourth District, William Hob-
onagrat; W. F. Nickels, second; Tom
Spurrier, Hard; 3., IT. Kshlock, fourith;
John P. Haswell, fifth; W. R. Lyon,
Sixth. Fifth District, Lewis Ryans,
-Iirat: NV. C. Owens. second; Ben L.
Bruner, third; J. F. Farley, fourth,
Sixth District, John Shepard, no oppo-
sition. W. J. Mamby,.first; A. B. Ham-
mond, second; E. N. Casey, third; H.
F. Van Zant. fourth. Eighth District,
L. P. Neat, first; R. L. Davidson. sec-
and. Ninth District, Trumbe Sned-
aker first; E. C. Kash. second; A. J.
Pennington. third. Tenth District,
John Langley, no opposition. Eleventh
District, Caleb-Powers, first; .J. B. Mc-
Keehan. second. In the Seventh Ap-
pellate District Republican candidates
ranked as follows: Felm D. Sampson
was first; A. J. Kirk, second; Roscoe
Vanover. third; Theo. B. Blakely,
fourth; H. C, Faulkner, fifth; J. W.
Gourley. sixth. Judge J. N. Robertson.
Democratic candidate for appellate
judge in the Seventh, has no opposi-
tion.
Coneicts to Build Road.
-Bell foamy will be selecteA the
State Board of Prison Commissioners
for the initial experiment in convict
laboi on the public highways. The
Bell -. county proposition is invested
with the Most favorable circum-
stances. The county owns a great
amount of machinery, drills, crushers.
auto trucks, and rollers--and the
work -is between Pineville and Mid-
dlesboro. At Pineville an ample build-
ing will be provided by the county
and at Middlesboro the jail will be
turned over-to the board for housing
the prisoners working at the end.
Consequently the. prison camp prob-
lem is eliminated and Ore commissary
establishment greatly sidmplified. 'The
road department will be asked to
speeifv exactly how much of each kind
of help required, and as far as possi-
ble convicts -expert as quarry men.
auto drivers and road hands Will be
detailed fol. the work, Aboutt100 will
required.
Accountants Organize.-
The first State Board of Account-
ancy of Kentucky met here and organ-
ized so as 'to be in ,a position to
promptly serve drospective applicants
for certificates as certified public ac-
countants. J. R. Mayes. Louisville, was
ertod- priasithatitt ltaaE. fareita—PC
Thomas, secretary, and E. C. Conley,
Catlettsburg, treasurer,
Appointed Magistrate.
Gov. Stanley appointed J. (a Madden
magistrate for the Second district of
Hancock county, vice S. R. Johnson.
resigned.
Will Aelarst Speeders. •
Road hogs anti speeaers have fallen
under Itte displeasure of tatuoty Judge
ta. 'Ilk-alt. Who antounecd that ha
4". faaak_aa, ..t..hp_4114y talcka which ore furnished antneatiato-set a witch and break up
the ninny rubberized _cape or, hatalwitita heal to put thenato retina the praetica on the Wlass of Franklin
• ahicli..the seaatea arotallea. Whale-a prouilae to les the. utmost th- cotinty, "Tem may _wain them," he-
Cartaln17 no girl "'APS lasallt a aortal. Fera whatever elae her girl- sesta, "Hatt have math, up- my mind
---zravaitalcr atiaaaaaltal- /oat as certain!) abipsnamy sainseut to do witheatt in this to ha ea deter tives on the prima I
• eVera -girt -warty one—.!•or tthcellytrettas. siaartaa-a-efitaa -isTrnatly
as she •seets thein. litcoxf little hare a Ipliaity Nut. .
nacescoriett have no exenve Toe being
in out midst nt all except that they are
pretty niel announra that their yteith-
tat wearers are out Let: a walk and.,
 •••11111
EQUIPMENT FOR KY. TROOOS.
Twelve machine guns and twelve
motor trucks have been ordered as
equipturnt for the Kentucky bri-
gade, according to a wire from the
Department of the East, received
at Ft. Thomas. The Platt Regi-
ment Is the only unit of the bri-
gade which has organized a ma-
chine gun company and news of
the artillery shipmeet• metres two
additional gar' companies will be
organised at once, one in the Sec-
ond Reginieat and one in the Third.
Accoraing to Oie old regulations,
Capt. Logan Rock, Quartermaster
Captain of the brigade, will beaome
Captain of the Second's machine
gun company, ond Capt. Arthur
(lawman, Commissary Captain of
the Third Regiment, will be Cap-
tain of the Third's gun company.
Capt. Sidney Smith is Captain of
the Firstar machine gun company,
so three Louisville men will he
commanding officers of the bra
gade's /Achille gun companies.
• re
liasatas..Ptiaaling
A question has arisen in eonnection
with the application of Bell county for
the use of convict labor on the public
highways and its relinquishing its
claim to state aid. Bell county has a
bond issue of $250.000 and the state
mast put up a sum equal to the amount
actually *petit in construction under
the state-aid plan. The question is
whether the vounty can take advan-
tage of the:provision permitting coun-
ties having no funds available to take
advantage of state aid by relinquish-
ing claim upon the state road fund
while there is money due it from the
state for excess amounts already spent
by the -county. if it can not and is
Tilnalfed to the:alitount "due It from the
state already the prison commission-
ers are inquiring whether it can obtain
any more In any one year than a.per
cent of the total available state road
fixed hyths,
law for the amount of state aid in the
way of convict labor a county may
have in a y-ear, excepting that the
total ,amount that can be pent- for
convict labor for all the counties is
limited to a definite proportion of tho
total road fund. But no county may
draw more than 2 p -r cent of that
fund in the shape of state aid in a
year. and tvhen a county expends a
bond issue the state reimburses it
year by year until the state eventual-
ly has put up a sum equal to the
amount expended by the county.
Railroad Commissioners Meet. •
On a petition of the Bowling Green
Business Men's Protective Association,
the Kentucky State Railroad Commis-
sion held a meeting in Louisville to
require the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Co. to show why the iitliroadl
has not, in the last three years, con-
structed a new depot at Bowling
Green, in conformity with an agreed
order entered May, 1913. W. L. -Ma-
pogher, first vice president of the
L. & N., was the only witness. Lau-
rence B. Finn, of Franklin, chairman
of the commission, presided, the other
members, Sid T. Douthitt, of New Cas-
tle, and H. G. Garrett, of Winchester,
being present, Edward L. Jouett, gen-
eral attorney for the L. & N. repre-
sented the railroad, while the Bowling
Green interests were looked after by
B. W. Bradburn and T. W. Thomas, of
that place. The 1r & N. consente'd to
build a new depot at Bowling Green
before May, 1916, but not on the old
site, as a change in the route through
that --pla.Cf ,ia- cooremplated„ and. re-
pairs have.been made on the old depot,
as called for, butt no steps taken to
erect a new building, it is alleged. Mr.
alapother said- that unsettled condi-
tions because of the European war
had caused the L. & N. to fall behind
on contemplated changes, but that the
depot would be built within one year
after the war ended, and would be the
first improvement .wclrk done by the
railroad.
Co-Operation In Soil Supply._ -
The Kentucky Agricultural Expert
tment Station will co-operate Oil; sea-
son with the United States Department
of Agriculture in a -soil survey of
Shelby county. Work will be begun
in the near future, it is expected.
Under the co-operative arrangement
adopted for these soil surveys, each in-
stitution pays the salaries and ex-
peases of its own men. ahile the fed-
eral aiivermanent bears the expense of
inspecting the work and publi)hing
the report for each county. This"re-
port will be accompanied by a large
map shooing in colors the location of
the various kinds of soils with refer-
ence to roads, 'churches, water courses
and other features of the county. The
wfatterasetts, thete-adoptabiitty
for Various crops and suggestiobs for
the most advantageous use of' fertil-
izers will also be discussed in detail,
together with full information on ex-
isting agricultural conditions. Several
months '.ill he required to prepare
the report and map after the survey,
has been completed.
••••••
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RECRUITING TO
-CONTINUE IN KY.
UNITED STATES ARMY ORDER
SOLVES FILLING OF DELETED
UNITS AT FORT THOMAS.
HOME STATIONS TO GET BUSY
Ranks Are Thinned When Examiners
Reject Men VA° Are Not In
Physical Crdition,
Western NrWItionper Union News Servie••
Ft. Thomas, Kya-Answer to the
Problem of what may be done to refill
the rankc of Kentucky infantry com-
panies that have been and will be
seriously thinned by the United -States
physical examiners came to FL Thom-
as in the.form of instructions from the
Denartment qt the East. Recruiting
for organizations Jailed into Federal
service may be conducted at the mob-
ilization mina or by recruiting parties
cent to home stations. Any officers
and enlisted men now in the United
States service, including regulars, Na-
tional Guardsmen and duly' mustered
organized troops, may do the enlisting.
News to thin effect brought happiness
to the hearts of the brigade and regi-
mental °Mears in charge of Ken•
tuckyll camp. With the Idea of en-
linttng men to till the gaps made in
the lines of First Regiment units by
the examiners, Col, William A., Cols-
ton probably will designate soma staff
officer to return to Louisville with a-
recruiting squad. lie said one re-
cruiting squad probably will accept
enlistments for the whole regiment.
Recruits mar designate at the time of
their enlistment to what- unit-they
wish to be assigned, or, if they have
no preference, reglmentat officers will
assign them as soon as they reach Ft.
Thomas.
That additional men will be needed
was again impressed upon offitasrs anti
men when two more Louisville com-
panies passed under- the scrutiny of
the medical examiners, one unit lotting
40 per cent and the other 2a per cent
All officers of E Company, Capt. Cur-
tis M. Colston, passed, but a3 of the
unit's 127 men were thrown out be-
cause of physical unfitness. Officers
of F Company, Capt. Robt Cale, were
acetified, but thirty .enliated Men or,
the 117 fell by the .waaside.,
FIrst bloodshed . from ft gunshot
wound Occurred at the mobilization
:snip when Bryant *Parr, Of 1 Com-
pany, First Regiment, from Lexington,
and J. R. Lesson, B Company, First
Regiment, whose home is in Bards-
town, were wounded by an angered
woman who emoted both barrels of a
shotgun at a gang of guardsmen said
to have been jeering her. Most of the
birdshot, with which the weapon was
loaded, took effect in Parr's feet Com-
rades carried Parr more than a mile
up a steep bluff and to the camp hos-
pital, where he received medical at-
!elation.
KY. LAWYERS URGE
Bar Association Holds Annual Session
In Louisville,
Louisville, Ky.—A new law, looking
to the abolition of "the twin evil of
ambulance chasing and settietnent
chasing in personal injury cases.- was
proposed at the annual meeting of
the Kentucky State Bar Association,
in the' report made by the Law Re-
form Committee here.— Another rec-
ommendattonaof_the same committee
calls for changing fheaa)-stem where-
by law students who do their reading
in Louisville and neighboring cities
are permitted to go to LaGrange, in
Oldham county, to be granted to prac-
tice after farcical examinations. Re-
peal of the so-called "-Hickman prac-
tice act" is urged in the report which
.was submitted by Chairman T. L.
Edelen. of Frankfort. .
ProVisions of the proposed new
-'statute to end ambulance chasing
leave it to the court to determine
whether contingent fees fixed by at-
torneys accepting damage cases are
Just and reasonable, and prevent at-
l
torneys from suing to collect such fees
_when it is shown -the contract was
solicited by the attorney or his agent.
Former Lieutenant Governor E. J. Mc-
Dermott welcomed the Viaitort
Judge Alex, P. Humphreys,- prealtient
af the 'tar Assoeiation, delivered the.
response. Dr. \V. A. Ganfield ad-
dressed the -delegates.
e.
BIG INCREASE SHOWN BY L. & N.
,
tonissitaWatty.- A
crease, in the gross earnings for the
fiscal yearof the Louisville and Noah-
;Yana ratiroad is shown in the monthle
11
statement for the road just issued.
During the 14--inonths of the kcal
year the gross revenue was $55,241,079
and expenses $36.4444,8S1, leaving a
net revenue of aaS.S36.19•7
aliekimith Open* Handcuffs.
Add MeRee, Charles Itarnett and
William Lyman. lirollgial 'from Laurel
county by an officer, who lett the key
to the litiodenffa at. aaotalei nefinrently
were-as aotmanentlailateneil torether
when tbey.reachell the aeformatory siat
analaspesaa tittatesaa The prison Mook.
tia'aiiiret‘aa:ftW-40440•44'a:'-44--41a-sasmith-• had hats*, aviatiad aeon realaataa
.state laws regillatittg .Motor vehiclis them anti. after an- tour's hart work
traffic. It is evident that the practice the handcuffs a-ere removed. McKee
of reckless ativing,
and reapt cling the ri
elers. Must cease."
• •
••••
th as to !Mead Is in for grand larceny, Lyman for
its of other tray- mane' maghter and Barnett for detain-
ing • woman against her will.
r
•
ESTATE OF $800,000. DIVIDED.
Lexington, KY.—The CoMmisslon-
era appofottat se - 'r31 months- ago
apportion the A'••• tate of-the iate
kin Clemmons filial In Fayette Circtit
-Court their retain dispostagawa-riala
. erty valued at over .aattutaiial. Nara,
John Tatra ir.,_ onl aitaattei Gil:
esti-yard; 
th-
lea neactfat • it_aVrt.1,4#4,....alystu
NI r7. George II:  aabrinottaaldissei t a-
belle and Vtorinia Clernnioni Jima* Ecla
ward Clentmons,„ grantichildren„ 're-
ceive one-eighth each. The- landaaat.
Tided etuarace 5400 aeres,
11S0 IN -ONE FAMILY.
Berea. Ky Mr. and Mrs. Re
-
ben Dav Raton, mount sin
°eller.** NIIPP., boost of a family
of nearly 1-50, according to info.-
Motion furnished the college au-
thorities by one of 'their daughters.
Mrs. Jatnes Barrett. The couple,
who are la their seventies. have
11 &bath en. 100 grundchildren and
32 great grandchildren.
COUNTY ROAD MEETING
One and One-half Mile Moilei 
Hieh•••iY
to be Built—State to Pay Half. •
Whitesburg, Ky.—The Lett' her rill*
cal Court held an interesting session
here at which plena were completed
for the construction of a model high-
way front* the upper corporation ULU.-
t S through Main atreet and to the
mouth et Sandlick Creek, one tulle and
a half. The county will stand half
the expense necessary and the state,
through elate aid, will stand the oth-
er half of the expense, accordin
g to
County Judge Henry T. Day. Judge
Day and members of the court are Pa
great good roads enthusiasts and will
continue to build splendid stretches of
road.
KENTUCKY BREVITIES
Hodgenville, Ky.—The farm of Rob-
ert Nictioa ell, coetaining 250 acres and
-one of the best improved forma of the
county, ass sold to Charles J. Hub-
bard, former Louisville insurant c. wan.
for $25,000. "
WlatOlbarg, Ky.—Thea viall of the
late Eider-Caleb Ifaynes, or Dualities,
was filed for _probate here. He leaves
an estate valued at many thousands
of dollars. John W. Admousaia adnant 
.istrator of the estate.
Winchester, Ky —At the annual -
.slioot at Olympian Springs If. T.
Strother, of this -city, made the highest.
average, breaking 394 out of 400 birds 
Horace !tenser, of Cincinnati, was sec!
Dad, with a score of atil.
, Elizabethtown, Ky.—Fred Oldham,
who escaped from the liardin count,'
jail, April 30, was recaptured at Mad-
isonville, Ka..., and brought to this city..
by Deputy Sheriff If. B. Fife. Oldham
Is charged with stealing turkeys.
Hopkins-Ville, laiCalartie. atiiata I option-
eareeTkn at-takteey resealed-41 *lir
for the "wets," the majority being
The "wets" polled 158 votes and the
-drys" 92. Gracey went "wet" by a a
majotity of 31 three years ago. •
Hopkinsville,lay.—Gracey precinct.
-the only wet,' precinct in Christian
county, outside of Hopainaville, voted ,
wet in a lot-al option election. The
vote being laS to 92. Three years
ago this same precinct voted wet by a
majority of 31.
Richmond, Ky.—At the Chautauqua
Robert Coyington, son of R. C. H. Cov-
ington, prominefit men hant lost con-
REFORM trol of his auto, which run over anembankment on the railroad bridge
near the Lexington pike. The ma
chine was destroyed.
Maysville, Ky.—A raise of $9 a Year
on business house phones and $6 on
private residences has just been made
by the Maysville Telephone ('o. T
makes a raise of $la in the last twelv
-a-lorges
number of; phones have been discon-
tinued.
•.•
Morgantown Ka Ea a 
man, 76 years old, dieId of bronchial
trouble here. Besides her husband
she is survivetrary two sons by a for-
mer 'marriage, M. II. Thatcher, of
"Louisville. former Governor of th
Panama Canal Zone, and Anth
Thatcher, attorney.
Albany, Ky.-4The June term of the
Clinton Circuit 'court has just adjourn-
ed here: The granti-jur-returned 102
inclictmenta, mostly against' alleged
whisky sellers. The murder case
against Rufus Doa-ey, charged with
killing Lotris Cargilt. was eontinued
till the Derember term of court.
Shelbyville, Board of
perrisora has made emit artarease
$179.401 in theavaluatiim of proper-is
IS 'Shelbyville as returned by the as-
sessor, making the total amount of the
property in the city subject to tax-
ation $3,1€44H, The net increase on
lots is $..14.517; on improvementa,
367; on peasonalty, $121.6a7.
Whites lay,—tae 1 en lior4aral 
lag a- St---,Sen-here, •,arrang-
Me. for the building of a mo.lea Om
oughfare from the tippet' corpotat
limits of the town throttah Main airs.,
to the mouth of Sandliph, a distance
of a mile and a half. The county will
stood half of the expeaseasinst-alit state
will pity the reVialitler, accordirg to
County Judge Henry T. Nay;
•
•
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were mask violently ill at go out!,
hilt! Attila fair grOuntis as a result
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T114. 414.411, of Jellies J. Dill, em-
pire builder of the Northwest, ninth*
his son. Louis W. 11111, of 14t. Paul,
Mime, the meet conspicuous cuptain of
Industry west of Clevientid, fe. and
lone of the greatest railroad men lit gm
world. But Louis 11111 isn't self-con-
scious about It. li. doe. Dot Peeleeael
to go to New York cite to becinne a
familiar figure on Wall street nor even
on La Salle street in Chicago. Imiteed
he intends to retnnin in St. Paul and
operate the railroad lines centrolled
by the 11111 Interests. In St. Paul every-
lino knows 11111 as Louis and he Is glad
of It. Ilk fnther, for Gust nuttier, elm
more often eitdrieteml tie "Jim" 11111
than."Mr." 11111.
Among riillronil men in the Wept,
Louis 1(111 is regariled its u self-inside
toinn. Five years lifter he ea% gralia.
Well from Iliirvnel milvereity he start-
ed to work as a billing clerk at S75 u
  mieith. He wee receia leg Gout ;tottery
ellen v its married, mid elide his either gave the grimed on %bleb Ilk son
built a home Leulx declares lie didn't get a larger eatery or a bigger job. At
thirty years of nge 11111 was preidtlent of the Greet Northern rniiroeil, a position
- which lie had earmel as a result of herd labor. Louts mimes that oppertueltigis
Wertt made for him, but he had to take them and make good 1114 ins limsilt (dual
before he mould be ailvenced.
As a rni/rond manager Mr. 11111 spends from 12 to 14 hours a day at his
office, but during spore moinente lie finds great pleasure in painting inniinctipem -
mind studies of membere of his family. He owns n eomfortable home in whirls
there mire ten servittite. In addition to a butler anti several other lo.rotinil Who
attend to the *ants of Mr. 11111, his wife and five children. The walls are filled
%%MI Piettlreik's number being of his futher und others of the family of Louis
Hill, for Whenever he ;oda an artist he sets him to work painting his children's
portrait*.
 -The tat:harct of_ the_new  i7.000•
(KX) home of the Maseaelitmetts
44e-a -Trielituslegy in Beaton 1a.Wl1-
hlsiiii Welles Bosworth of New York, a
graduate from that ciollege with the
dues itt leY./. After !eating Techtiof-
ogy he spentlimie nine in the offices
of Iticharditon & Olmstead. doing land-
scape work for LeIntui Statiferd uni-
versity. Then for two years he was on
the sluff itt the American Architect
and made sr.ecial studies in Rome.
In 1896 he began a second study
in the best architectural schools of
Europe. working under Alma Tadema
and in the atelier of Godefroy Freynet
n Paris. He finished under such mas-
te.re as Gaston Redon and Chaulleas
*eche, and passed considerable tisseeke,
Holland and Rome.
lie wee resident architect Of the
l'an-American exposition, designed a
number of buildings for the St. Louie
exposition. and then opened an office 
in New York for himself. The last six years his time has been devotea he
architectural work for Rockefeller Vanderlip, for whom he designed the
"Letchworth Village."
Mr. leosworth is associated with the Society of Beaux Arts, the American
Institute of Architect... end lee Loyal ieeiote
When 3Ire. Madeline Force Astme
widow of Col. Jelin Jacob Astor, an-
nounced' that she wee about to become
the wife of William Karl Dick of
Brooklyn. even- her intimate friends
were surprised, for since her first bus-
t-emirs death in the Titniiic disaster
she had eeemed to be giving up her life
to the training and care of her little
son.
Mr. Dick, who is twenty-nine years
--tifdereethe- tele:it -elf - Ahead Brooklyn'
family and his business interests are
principally in that borough, His most
metre work is :as vice president of the
Manntaeturers Trust company, but he
ie nisi) a diteetor in matryeethesetimen---
dal mid commercial coneerne.
Friends of Mr. Dick's family say
that Mr. Dirk iuherited n forteee of
from $.2.4-,00.00G to trz.k100.41(X) from his
grandfather, William Dick, one of the
pioneer sugar refiners of this country.
Threugh judicious Investments this
Inheritance has been greatly increased. He is a member of the Metropolitan,
Baneerse Piping Rock, Meadow Brook, Recquet and Riding clubs. He is also
' (-hninunn of the Crosetown Transit committee of Brooklyn and is active in the
affairs of that borough. Mr. Dick Is extremely enthusiastic about soiling and Is
one of the experts on the Great South bay.
Vance Criswell McCertnick. who,
at the request of President Wilson,
*was elected chairman of the Demo-
cratic national committee. when asked
whether he would devote most of his
time to the campaign. replied:
"No. I will devote sill of it."
The statement is.chitracterktic of
Ai the man. eho it has been said, playa
politics id much the same manner as
he played foothtet when he was cap-
tain of the Yale team. What he does,
eay his admit-ere, he does with all his
henrt and son) and strength.
Mr. MeCormick. who is president
and publisher of the Harrisburg (Pa.)
Patriot. N% SS born An Harrisburg. and is
a son of the lute Henry McCormick. a
wealthy iron 'nianufacturer. He was
elected mayor of Harrisburg at the
sge of thirty in 1902, and served one
term, devoting nmeh attention to pun-
' lie improvetnents and the twenty of the
.cite. He was the _Demoeratic one
Progreesive entitildoth tor governor of recustr7iltraggt_11104. but was defeated
by Martin G. etrumbangle Republican.-
Mr. McCormick has long.been one or the prloctpid- finanelal ilickera of tbe
Vemocratic party In Peonsylvitula.
merle
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Arkansas Kingbird
Tyrannms vertieslis
Length, time itiches. The white
edge of the teather on each side of the
tail dietingulahes this from all other
flycatchers except the gray and sal-
mon-colored sclesortall of Texas.
Range: Breeds from Minnesota.
Kansas, and Texas to the Pacific
peseta wad frona...ruothern Mexico to
southern Canada, winters front Mex-
ico to (luatemala.
Habits and ecohomic status: The
Arkansas kingbird is not so domestic
as its eastern relative and seems to
prefer the hill country with scattered
oaks rather than the orchard or the
vicinity of ranch buildings, but it
sometimes plaeus' Its rude and con-
spicuous nest in trees on village
streets. The bird's yearly food is com-
posed of S7 per cent atilmal matter
and 13 per cent vegetable. The ani-
mal toed ta composed almost entirely
of insects. Like (hi 'eaten& species,
It has been Itemised_ pt destroying
honeybees to a harmful extent, and rte
mains of honeybees were, found to
constitute five per cent of the food of
the individuals examined, but nearly
all those eaten et-re drones. Bees
and wasps, in general, are the biggest
item of food (3S per cent), grasshop-
pers and crickets stand next (20 per
cent), and beetles, mostly of noxious
species, constitute 14 per cent of the
food. The vegetable food consists
mostly of fruit, such as the elder and
other berries, with a few seeds. This
bird should be strictly preserved.
Blue Jay
-Cyanocitta cristata
Length, eleven and one-half inches.
The brilliant blue of the wings and
tail combined with the black crescent
of the upper breast and the crested
head distinguish this species.
Range: Resident in the eastern
United States and southern Canada,
west to the Dakotas, Colerado, and
Texas.
Habits and economic status: The
blue jay is of a dual nature. Cautious
and silent in the vicinity of its nest,
away from it it is bold and noisy.
Sly in the commiesion of mischief.
it is ever ready to 'scream **thief'
at the slightest disturbance. As usual
In such cases, its remarks are ap-
plicable to none more than itself, a
fact neighboring nest holders know to
their sorrow, for during- the breeding
season the jay lays heavy toll upon
the eggs and young of other birds.
and in doing so deprives us cf the
services of species more beneficial
than itself. Approximately three-
fourths of the annual food of the blue
jay is vegetable matter, the grea
part of which is composed of mast.
I. e, acorns, chestnuts, beechnuts, and
the like. Corn jthe principal culti-
vated crop upon ̂ eh this bird feeds,
but stomach analysis indicates that
most of the corn taken is waste grain.
Such noxious insects as_arood-borieg
beetles, graieshoppers. eggs of various
caterpillars, and scale insects consti-
tute about one-fifth of its food.
Chickadee
Penetnrestes articapillus
Length, about five and one-fourth
Inches. .
Avenge: ,Resident If the Cnited
States (except the southern half east
of the plains). Canada. and Alaska
Habits and economic status. Be-
cause of its ..delightful notes, its base.
tiding wayk_and Its fearlessness, the
chickadee is one of our best known
birds. It responds to encouragement.
Interesting Infor.
744' 
?nation about
them supplied
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amid by hanging within its reach a
constant supply of suet the chickadee
can be made a regular visitor to the
garden and orchard. Though insig-
nificant to slate titmice are far from
being so from the economic stand-
point, ening to their amulet:a and ac-
tivity. While one locality is holog
scrutinised /ur food by a larger bled.
ten are being searched by the mallet
species. The chickadee's food is made
up of insects and vegetable matter
in the proportion of seven of the
former to three of the latter. Meth*
and caterpillars are favorites and
form about one-third of the whole.
Beetles, ants, wasps, bugs, tiles, grass-
hoppers, and spiders make up the rest.
The vegetable food is composed ot
keeds. largely- ihinie-tiPpines. With a
few of the poison ivy and some weeds.
There are few more useful birds than
the chickadees.
Song Sparrow
Melospiza melodia
Length, about six and one-fourth
inches. The heavily spotted breast
wth heavy central blotch is character-
istic.
Range: Breeds in the United States
(except the South Atlantic and gulf
states). southern Canada, southern
Alaska. and Mexico; winters in Alaska
end mott.or the--Volted States south-
ward.
Habits and economic status: Like
the familiar little "cteppy." the song
sparrow is one of our most domestic
species, and builds its nest in hedges
or in garden shrubbery close to
whenever it is reasonably safe
from the house cat, which, however,
takes beefy toll of the nestings. It is
a true harbinger of spring, and its de-
lightful little song is trilled forth from
the top of some green shrub in early
March and April. before most of our
other 'songsters have thought of leav-
ing the sunny South. Song sparrows
vary much in habits, as well as in size
and coloration. Some forms live along
streams bordered by deserts, others in
timbered regions, others on rocky bar-
ren hillsides, and stilt others In rich;
fertile valleys. With such a variety,
of habitat, the food of the sport
naturally varies considerably. Aboat
three-fourths of its diet consists of
the seeds of noxious weeds and oats-
fourth of insects. Of these, beetles,
especially weevils, constitute the ma-
jor portion. Ants, wasps, bugs (in-
cluding the black plive- scale), and
caterpillars are also eaten. Grasshop-
pers are.taken by the eastern birds
but not by the western ones.
CALOMEL WHEN BILIOUS? NO! STOP!
ACTS LIKE DYNAMITE ON LIVER
.1 Guarantee "Dodson's Liver Tone4 Will Give You the Best Liver
and Bowel Cleansing You Ever Had—Doesn't Make You Sick!
Stop using calomel' It makes yeti
slck. Don't lose • day's work. If you
feel lazy, sluggish, billow' or consti-
pated, listep to me'
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones
Calomel. when it comes Into contact
with sour Ws, crashes into It, breaking
It up This Is when you feel that aw-
ful nausea and cramping If you feel
"all knocked out." It your Deer is tor.
pit and bowels constipated-se-you
hays headache, dizziness, embed
tongue, if breath Is bad or stomach
sour lust try a spoonful of I:termite*
Dodson's Liver Tone.
• Here's my guarantee-Go to any
drug store or dish)m and get a 50-cent
bottle of Dods:nes Liver Tone. Take •
All Business.
"Then I elm be one of your pitons?"
"Aesureilly, /41r, for $111 11 116/4/1011,"
Said the great artist. "And a favorite
pupil for 12 extra."-Puck.
Dr. S. F. Jackson,Celebrated Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles Now
sold under the name of "Femenina"
Price 50c and $100 -Adv.
Solomonlike Judgment.
Two brothers inherited a farm and
qUarreleel violently us to Its dIviefon.
there lived In their village a
certain Shrewd., UM: wise ale man,
noted foe the 'emptiness of his advice.
him the brothers _determined to  ap-
point arbitrator. WaTei—lh-ier said
they would abide by.
• They heti the :natter before him.
For a long while he thought, then
delivered judgment. '
"You." said he, pointing to the el-
der. "Minn divide the farm as you
think fair. , AnsI you," he continuele
pointing to the younger-et:shun have
the first choice.;
Druggists Know a Good
Kidney Medicine-.:
We are pleased to handle De:.' Kilmer's
Swamp-Root for our customers are al-
ways satisfied with the results obtained
from its use. Our present manager who
is an old time drug man has used it with
good results in Kidney trouble and does
hot lose an opportunity to recemmend so
fine a medicine.
Very truly yours.-
PORTER'S DRUG STORE,
North Main St. Salisbury, N. C.
November 12th. 1915.
Prove What Swamp-Root Will Do For Yoe
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghaln*.on. N. Y., for a sample size bot-
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable infor-
mation, telling about the kidneys and blad-
der. When writing, be sure and mention
this paper. Regular ney-cent and one-
dollar 1.17. betties for bale at all drug
stores.-Adv.
Surely Needed Aid.
One of the benevteent societies of
Providence received this letr among
several others in the morning mall re-
cently:
**This unfortunate young man is the
only stun of a widow, who died child-
less, and his earnings maintained his
aged father and two young sieters,
whose sole support he is"
_ ..The secretary of the society wrote.
°teethe niarglu of the note* 
"The circumstances ofe2ehe,case are
evidently exaggerated."
Important to Mothers -
Examine carefully every bottle of
I CASTORIA. a sate and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see teat it
Bears the
• Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher',6 Caetoria
Famous Mosque of St. Sophia.
leohatumetiane reverence Constanti-
nople next to Mecca, and St. Sophia.
or the "Church of the Divine Wis-
dom." holds first rank in the affections
of the faithful. Correneaced in -the
year Si.. A. D. on the site of several
successive Chrtatian churches of the
same_ warae, h fewer_ _than 19,000_
_workmen are said to have been etin --
ployed upon its construction, under
the direction of 100 Master builders. .
- • In Suspense.
"Where are you going this summer?"
can't say," replitel Senator Sor-
ghum. "Maybe I won't know where I
ant now on the way to until the elec-
tion return,' are in next Novetuber."
spoonful and if it doeent straights&
vou right up and make you feel line
and vigorous I %ant you to go back ta
the store and get your money. Dod-
son's Liver Tone is, destroying thil
sale of calomel because it is real liver
medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore
it cannot salivate or make you sick.
I gum-kite* that one spoonful or
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sluggish tiros, to work and clean your
bowels of that seer bile and owtatle_____
voted waste which Is clogging your. ---
system and making you feel misersble.
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodsonl
Liver Tone will keep your entire fam-
ily feeling line for months. Give It to
your children. It Is harmless: doesn't
gripe and they like its pleasant toga.
-Adv.
Sold for 47 years. Fir
Malaria, Chills & Fever.
Also a Fine General
Strengthening Took,
110c and 11.00 as all
Dreg Stereo,
Persuasive Power.
Arthur Wililititis. pr etident of the •
American inueeitin of safety, said to 's
New York reporter:
"Yes, we kill In our Industries annu-
ally 35,000 people, and we Injure 1,500,-
00U. -If we were compellee by Inw to
adopt safeguards practically all this
destruction %%could he avoided.
,"But to get es it safeguard law!
The mun who gets us this law will
hays-to be-lis persuasive as the 'Nola-
Chucky hotteewile.
"An agent, you know, called on tills
hotnievelfe to sell her a cucumber
Prelim foraunburn, and befure the fel-
low got tiwuy the woman sold Mtn
jar. sit cucumbei%cream of her wr
make."
ASTHMA
"I 1444 e been a ..uiterie teem asthma for
thirty-two years," writes Mrs. .1. P. Bish-
op. 744 Fatherland et., Nashville, Tenn.
"I got to the place where I could not lie
down for months at a time. I tried all
kinds of medicine, but got no relief. Lung-
Vita was recommended. I bought a bottle
and can truthfully may that I have not
been bothered with asthma since I took
the first bottle."
Mane other testimonials on file showing
what Lung-Vita bas done in eases of con-
sumption, asthma, grippe, colds. croup,
and whooping cough. At your dealers or
direct. Price MI5. Free booklet upon
request. Nashville Medicine Co Room 7,
Steger Bldg., Nashville, Tenn. 'Adv.
Count Cliis for Small Boy.
A small boy astride of a donkey was
taking some supplies to an army camp
in Texas not long ago, and got there
just as a detachment of soldiers, pre-
meted by a bane, was marching past.
The lad dismiounted and held the
bridle of the donkey tightly in his
hand.
"Why are you holding on to your
brother so hard?" asked a group of
soldiers who were standing near and
wanted to tease the country boy.
"I'm emitl lie might enlist." said
the lad, without batting an eyelash.--
Chicago News.
Whenever You Need a General Tonic
Take Grove's
' The Old Staneerd Grove's Tasteless
chill Tonic is equally valuable as a Gen-
eral Tonic because it contains the well
known tonic properties of QUININE maid
IRON. It acts on the Liver, Drives out
Malaria, Enriches the Blood anti Builds
ap the Whole System. SO cent:
Home -Practice-
-you- neer your -bey-Are-be a
soldier?"
"Not exactly. but I atweys let him
see when there was a question of
who was piing to get the best of any
argument In the heose that I gave
hie pa a fighting chance."
Vegetarians linee never been able to
explain why tbe first sir, was the re-
sult ef eating fruit. .
Weak, Fainty Heart. and Hysterics
can be rectified by taking eReeovine • a
heart and nerve tonic. Price eoc wee $.1. &IL
A titan neser eommalue of poor eye-
sight because he is unable to see his
own faults.
If you choose
Spanish Orme* Prickles Sweet Relish Hun Loaf Veal Loaf
' Chicken Loaf Fruit Preserves Jelfies Apple Buttes
Luncheon Meats jp Pork and Beans
Libby, 11UNei11 & Libby
Chicago
—
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nem 'haw Or large quantities of concentrat-
ed feeds which are now disposed
of in a less economical manner.
For instance, more than 810,000
tons of cotton seed meal was us-
ell la at southern states in 1914
fie fertiliser, wbr.,+, if fed to
livestock and the manure used
for fertilizer would have increas-
ed the value of the mea: from 50
to 85 per cent. These are mere
Indices to wastes on the farm.
The farmer has been some-
what slow to adopt more modern
methods, but there is evidence
that the work of the government
is bearing fruit and it is not too
much to hope that the day is not
far,distant when farming will
be conducted on as scientific a
basis as most other lines of en-
deavor. Then there will be few-
er crop failures and a more sta-
ble level of values for products
of the farm: and the man with
training land ;business acumen
will be as valuable on the farm
as elsewhere.
Hew's Thi;
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
We, the undersigned, have known
Ir• J. Cheney for 16 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financial-
ly able to carry out any obligations
made by bil erm. •
fiaTIOWAL-Baltilt Or-Ckowsisacir.
. Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, acting directly upon the
blot.d and mucous surfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent f r e e.
Price 76 cents per bottle. sold by
all Druggists.
Tske Hail's. Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Packers with all their ability
to utilize everything about apt&
even the squeal, the latter being
turned over to the paekee't lesmi
department for use when the
government attacks him on the
ground of maintaining illegal
COMbi nations in restraint of
trade, and i)lanufacturers gener-
ally, in their progress toward
greater efficiency, soon will have
nothing on the farmer if Uncle
Sam has his way. Uncle Sam is
doing much to help the farmer.
He is making a thorough study
of agricultural methods not only
In this country but in other
countries with a view of giving
the American farmer the benefit
of the very best knowledge there
is.to be obtained. He is inves-
tigating methods of saving and
conserving as well as producing,
awl ever now and then is giving
the farmer the result of these
Investigations.
In a recent report issued by
the animA husbandry division
in cooperation with the bureau
of crop estimates of the United
State* Department of Agricul-
ture there is some highly inter-
esting information on farm
yitate. It is estimated that Am,
erican farmers waste corn fodg
der and straw amounting to
more than $100,000,000 each
year -the estimate for 1914, the
year the information covers, is
$102,860,000—and it ie beiived
that much of this waste of feed-
ing stuff could be saved. In 1914
about 12),000,000 tons of straw
was produced in the United
States. Of this amount 55 per
cent was fed to livestock; while
15 per cent was burned, 8 per
cent sold and 22 per cent plowed
under or otherwise disposed of.
It is pointed out that greater
publicity concerning the value
of straw, its use as a filler in
commercial feeds, and also in
various manufactures might aid
somewhat in preventing its
waste- .
Of an estimated production of
245.253,000 tons of corn stover
in 1914. information gathered by
the government indicates that at
least 35 per cent was an actual
waste. Properly to utilize straw
and fodder, it is pointed out that
it would necessitate the feeding
"Silver Plate
that
Wears"
Those who seek perfec-
tion in silverware in-
variably choose forks,
spoons and fancy serv-
ing pieces stamped with
the renowned trade mark
  1847
ROGERS BROS.
In quality and beauty
of design, this well-
known silver is unsur-
passed. Its remark-
able durability has
von it the popular
t..le Silrer Plate
that Wears."
Sold by leading'
dealers. Send
for eatalorue
-CL.," showing
all designs.
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RECORD OF THE PAST.
No Stroagef Evishaco Cas he Merle
Murray.
Lock well to their record.
What they have done many times
in years gone by is the best gu-
arantee of future results. Any
kidney sufferer should find com-
forting words in the following
statement:
Mrs. I. L Jones, N. Thirteenth
1 St., Mayfield. Ky., says: "1 was
troubled a great deal by kidney
complaint. The kidney sects.
tons were unnatural and I ftel
miserable. Doan's Kidney Pills
soon reguluted the kidney action
and restored my kidoeys to a nor-
mal condition."
OVER EIGHT YEARS LATER
Mrs. Jones said: "We still use
Doan's Kidney Pills occasionally
and tiod them an excellent kid-
ney medicine."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
I simply ask for a kidney remedy
—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
[same that Mrs. Jones has twice'
publicly recommended. Foster-'
Farmers are about through
threshing wheat and harvesting
hay. Their next job will be
threshing tobacco worms.
A protracted meeting began
last Sunday at Calvary church.
Rev. Taylor, the pastor, will be
assisted in the meeting by- Rev.-
Riley.
Mrs. Pearl Cochrum, wife of
Georgie Cochrum, died July 3rd
of typhoid fever and pneumonia
and was burned at the Lassiter
graveyard.
, Orb Todd is busy singing By
0 Baby' It is a biscuit maker
and dish washer at his house.
A little girl of Mrs. Dowdy re-
ceived a very bad cut on the leg
by falling on the sharp corner of
a fence post one day the rut
week. It took fourteen stitches
to sew up the wound.
Ado Waters is very ill of ty-
phoid fever. •
Mr. George Cathey and family
visited relatives in this vicinity
last Sunday.
Mrs. Sherphis has her new
houses about completed. George
Cathey and Earnest Furchess are
the contractors.—Clod Hopper.
Flies Never Bother.
In the summer flies worry an!
animal. Get a bottle of Farris'l
Healing Remedy—costs but 50c.
—makes a pint worth $2.00. Ap-
ply it to the wound. Flies will
not b)ther it. Get it today. You
miy need it tomorrow. We sell
it.—Sexton Bros.
A Toast to Missouri.
An exchange grows eloquent
about the products of Missouri.
Well, we endorse it. Too much
cannot be said for Missouri.....
If all the wheat In Missouri
were one grain the only place to
plant it would be in Grand Can-
yon, Ariz., the only hole in the
earth big enough to hold it. If
all the corn raised in Missouri
were one ear, the only way to
shell it would bribY steam stump
pullers, extracting one grain at
a time from the cob. If all the
cattle in Missouri were one cow,
she would browse the herbage
of the tropics, whisk the icicles
of the north pole with her tail
and supply milk enough to fill a
canal reaching from Kansas City
to the gulf on which to ship the
boat loads of her butler and
cheese. If aU the chickens in
Missouri were one rooster he
could stand at Colossus and crow
until he shook the rings off the
planet, Saturn. If all the hogs
in Missouri were one hog he
could place his hind feet in the
soil of Cuba, his fore feet on the
isthmus of Panama and with one
root of his snout dig a sea level
canal from ocean to ocean. If all
the mules raised in Missouri
were one mule, he would plant
one foot on the soil of Texas,
the other in the forest of Maine
and with his hind feet kick the
whiskers off the man in the
moon.
TriegrCeesty Deaths.
Mr. Jack Dalton Bronaugh, a
prominent young man of P.m..
broke, who was married on the
16th of June to- Miss Helen
Stites, of Pendleton, died on
Wednesday night of last week of
Weed poison. The trouble fol-
lowed the extraction of a wis-
dom tooth and the marriage took
place while the your., man lay
in bed at his home in Pembroke.
Miss Ruth Reddlck, a young
lady of the Bethesda country
and daughter of Thos. Reddick,
greased, died early last Friday
morning at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Teeley Reddick, af-
ter about two weeks' illness of
typhoid fever.
Lee Mitchell, a former Trigg
county citizen, who has lived in
Hopkinsville for the past six
years, was found dead at the
home of H. H. Alexander near
Caledonia last Saturday about
noon.
Roy Feltner, a young man liv-
ing in the southern part of the
county, son of W. B. Feltner,
died a few days ago of typhoid
fever. He was a brother of Prof.
Edison Feltner and is survived
by a wife and little three months
old baby.
Mrs. Polie Coyle, widow ot
Hilary Coyle, who- died a num-
ber of years ago, died last Sat-
urday afternoon at the home of
her son, J. W. Coyle, seven
miles west of Cadiz. Stomach
and bowel trouble caused her
death. Mrs. Coyle was 80 years
of age and before her marriage
was MiI5E Curtis.
R. R. Morris, one of the lead-
ing citizens of the county, died
last Saturday afternoon at his
home near Wallonia of cancer.
He had been a sufferer from the
trouble for several months and
while many remedies were tried
and a number of physicians con-
sulted nothing did him any good
and the end came as a great re-
lief.—Cadiz Record.
Saves the Bacon.
Mr. Isaac Cantrell, R. No. 2,
Terre Haute, Ind., writes—"My
experience with B. A. Thomas'
Hog Powder, is that it has given
good results in helping those
That were sick and keeping those
well that were not sick. It does
all that you claim for it. I would
not have had a sick hog if I had
used it soon."—Sexton Bros.
Dyspepsia is America's curse.
To restore digestion, normal
weight, and good health and pu-
rify the blood, use Burdock Blood
Bitters Sold at all drug stores.
'Price, $1
For any pain, burn, scald or
bruise, apply Dr, Thomas' Elec-
tric Oil—the household remedy.
Two sizes, 27) and 50c at all drug
stores.
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LUMBER 
-• Let tis figure with you on that bill _ of
Lumber, whether for repairi or new
building. Screen doors, wire, paint.
Anything for building purposes.
Hughes & Irvan Lumber Coi-
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Joe Mat Wheeler "la the Swim."
'hemp., •
BOURBON BOO CHOLERA
Prevost' 41.4 Cum
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, 
THUMPS.
It de.troys ilisea** ems, rgigulate I 414 
bowels, ants cligest'xii awl
kosearease.114do•at nevtrlebl.ttra,. caikeut41.kflay: 
cksseitstlelasityllise,.leasdniessadadriosatitxt yueottar
Pon'l cult uat'l they met 
luck. Beam ammo yejut Was
PM IWO keep theta it,. 
Imes stiettne sad disease 
At All Uruutate•
‘1101.1 110,1 MUMS COlitAfIT, 
Ir. pa.
Sold hi Murray by H. D. THORNTON.
soil over to the production of the
necessities of life.
in Kentucky tobacco perhaps
Of the principal crops grown 
Normally Austro-Hungary pro-
is duces 170,000,u00 pounds a year,
less dependent as to the yield 
Belgium 20,000,000 pounds, Ger-
Tobacco aid Prices.
than any other upon the start it
gets after being transplanted
end the condition of the soil.
many 65 000,000 pounds, France
40,000,000 pounds and Italy 20,-
000,000 pounds. These and many
With most crops the condition other 
countries depend 11-0011 the .
of the soil at tbe time of plant. 
United States for the bulk of
Ins and the state of the weather their 
requirements.
during the start of the plants The 
belligerent nations are
supplying tobacco to their sol-
diers, but are restricting con-
sumption by civilians. Their
stocks must be at a low level and
the end of the war would bring
these countries into the market
age determine the quantity and
for American tobacco.quality of the crop. Brilliant
The United States normallyprospects have been spoiled by
produces a billion pounds of to-unfavorable weather during
these months,- and again poo
r. t pebarccocimajoefaroifwthhiechwiLladbo,su.tou3t5.
prospects have been completely
put, and it is the greatest ex-changed.
got a good porter of tobacco. Last year the
The crop of 1915 crop of ibis country was esti-
start and yet, owing to the un- mated at 1 OCO,C.%0,e00 pounds.
favorable weafher in August and
September, the yield 
per acre Of 
this amount 35C,,400, 000 pou-
I ndr, or one-third, was grown
was light. In 1914 the crop got entuAy. In it miy be seen
a late and poor start—and locked',1Kpart that the war and the weather of
almost hopeless the latter
of July, but the yield per acre 
August and September hold con-
siderable interest for the tobac-
was above the average, due to
the splendid growing conditions
of August and September.
f the outcome of the crop this
year could be forecast with any
degree of certainty on the start
it has made it would be a bump-
er one, for transplanting was
completed earlier than usual,
conditions since have been al-
The Cincinnati Commercial-
Tribune of last Saturday contain-
ed the following account of an
incident that occurred at Ft.
Thomas, the mobilization camp
of Kentucky National Guards:
"Captain," said big Seargent
"Fighting Joe" Wheeler, of L
Company, Third Kentucky Reg-
iment, to his commander, Cap;
Clark, "I would be sure enough
pleased if I could be relieved
from duty long enough to 'see
Coney Island."
He got the pass.
Whereupon "Fighting- Joe"
largely determine the outcome:
but not so with tobacco, it being
proverbial that the weather dur-
ing the monthsof August and
September, apart from the acre-
co growers of the state,
Doan's Regulets are recom-
mended by many who say they
operate easily, without griping
and without bad after effects.
25c at all drug stores.
Artery in Leg Cut.
Charlie Humphries, a widely
largely
telpey irnfeccretasaned.theItacwroeualgdeap.is
section, was painfully injured
known farmer of the Farmington
pear that the chances favor a Friday afternoon while working
good-sized crop. in his oat field. He was in the
But the question uppermost in field with his grandson, who
the minds of the growers at the was driving the binder. Hum!
moment is what they -will real- phreys, observing a bush in-the
ize for the crop, be it small or pathway of the machine that
large. The war beclouds the ,was too large for the machine,
market situation, particularly as took out his knife and cut the
bush. In doi?ig so the knife slip-
ped and buried itself in the calf
of one of his legs inflicting a
large gash, as well as cutting an
artery, from which blood flowed
freely. Had not Dr. Colley paid
immediate attention to the in-
jured member Mr. Humphreys
would probably have b 1 ed t o
death.—Mayiield Times.-
Williams listened.
to export types. Growers fared
better last year than it was
thought possible at the time of
harvest and if there had been a
more general realization of the
fact that the crop was lighter
than it had been estimated they
probably would have fared even
better. Late sellers of types en-
tering into domestic consump-
tion received decidedly higher
prices than the early ones, and
from practically no market at
all for export types early in the
season there developed a strong
market following the modifica-
tion of the blockade regulations
of the Allies permitting ship-
ments to neutral countries for
Germany and Austria.
who is a giant hailing from Mur-
ray, Calloway county, donned his
bathing clothes, strapped his un-
iform to his head and swam the
Ohi-i river to the willows above
Coney. There he dressed and
combed his hair with scrupulous
nicety, after which he toured
the island With great success.
When it was nearly time for
"taps" to blow the Seargeant
swam back to Ft. Thomas. And
he is only one of the sturdy Ken-
tuckians who considers swim-
ming the river to Coney only an
incident.
The Hee Teat Lays
is the hen that pays. If sfie does
not lay, kill her, but before you
kill her give her B. A. Thcmas'
Poultry Remedy twice a day for
a week, and then you will not
kill her for she will be laying
you a profit. It not only makes
hens lay but it is a remedy for
Cholera, Roup and Gapes. We
guarantee it to cure or we re-
fund your money.—Sexton Bros.
•
Frankfort, By., July W.—Two
pardons were granted today by
Gov. Stanley. Melvin Williams,
of Trigg county, who went to
Tennessee with a girl underage,
intended to marry her but after-
ward separated from her and
was sentenced to serve ten to
It- the war should end this twenty years, was pardoned On
year the probabilities are that petition of the commonwealth's
the growers wculd receive good attorney and jurors. It appears
prices for this year's crop, and that Williams was ready to mar-
it is possible that they may re- ry the girl at any time before
ceive fair prices if the war 'con-,
tinues, provided shipments can ferred to_return to her parents.
and during the trial, bot she pre-
be sent through the Central Pow-
era. It is not likely that the na-. Itching, bleeding, protruding
to-or blind piles have yielded todons at war are raising any
IDoan's Ointment. 511c at allbacco to speak of. Under peace
conditions they do not raise en-is—res.
ough to supply their needs and I, You farmers should make your
now it is imperative that they stop with Bury Bros. while in
give every productive inch of town. 7132
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• R. R. Roberts wants your
rags at $1.50 per hundred.
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JAS. ralALLARD. Proprietor ST. LOUIS, mo,
and the Wilkins farm, one band 7 
brLosacelte.—t. BFetian-Between 
please tGbrturn
e
1.—............ =
„to Jettda. Gllloway and receive. al
SOLO BY H. P. WEAR
Malaria •
in the system destroys energy and makes P.10St V1g,q0U.i
worker feel lacy. Unless corrected it brings on -the (hills'
HERBINE
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-Is a Powerful Medicine
for Torpid Liver and Malaria
The malarial germ Cannot exist in the systeni under the search-ing influence of Ilerbine. It yrtrifies the stomach, liver and bowels,drives out bilious oliiiiructions and puts the internal organs infine healthy conditioti7 Price SO cents.
_ ..•
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